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PREFACE 



Intellectuals~ according to Edward Shils, are the 

aggregate of persons in any society who employ in their 

communication and expression, with relatively higher frequency 

than most other members of their society, symbols of general 

scope and abstract references, concerning man, society, nature 

and the cosmos. The high frequency of their use· of such symbols 

may be a function of their own subjective propensity or of the 

obligation of an occupational role, the performance of which 

entails use. (International Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences, 

• Intellectuals', Vol. 7, MacMillan and Co., Free Press, 

New York, 1968} • 

· Rejecting this functionalist identification of 

intellectuals with specific professional role by Shils (and 

also Lipset), J.P. Nettl related the consciousness of 

intellectuals to universalism, a feeling of consciousness and 

awareness, a focus of "a Single overriding idea •••• contrasted 

not only with particularism as a system of thought, but with 

professionalism as a social category". Nettl, much in line 

with Karl Mannheim•s thought, defined intellectuals from triple 

set of dimensions {1) a profession that is culturally validated 

~) a role that is socio-political (3) a consciousness related 

to universals. 

The Marxist notion of intellectuals can be derived from 

theoretical and ideological formulations of Lenin and Althusser 

(and Gramsci). They have also dealt with the social charac~er 
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and role of intellectuals in a socialist mode of production 

where private ownership of means of production is abolished. 

According to the traditional Marxist theory, the intellectuals 

in a socialist society do not constitute a class or stratum, 

and are part of working class. 

In China, the ,intellectuals have played a socio-political 

role, since the beginning of the twentieth cent~y, in opposing 

feudalism and monarchu, capitalism and imperialism, With the 

founding of People•s Republic in 1949 under the leadership of 

Chinese Communist Party, the tension began to develop between 

the Party and the intellectuals due to historical, ideological 

and political reasons. The status and role of intellectuals 

changed accordingly. The Party's policy towards intellectuals 

experienced severe fluctuations, but, of late, there have been 

certain signs of stability and consistency. 

The purpose of this research undertaking 1s to analyse 

the attitude and policy of the Party towards intellectuals 

since 1976 till 1985, in the broader context of a developing 

nation and society. Chapter I introduces the subject with a 

brief historical background of Chinese Mandarins 1n the 

confucian society, followed by Re~olution of 1911, the founding 

of People • s Republic in 1949, Great Leap Forward ( 1958-60) and · 

the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution ( 1966-76). Chapter II 

termed •the period of transition' ( 1976·78) deals with Party's 

policy towards intellectuals under the chairmanship of Hua 

Guofeng. Chapter III entitled "The fourth readjustment policy 

( 19?8-82)" describes the enunciation of the new policy towards 
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intellectuals by the Party, led by the strong man of China, 

Deng Xiaoping. Chapter IV analyses the problems and progress 

of policy implementation (1982-85). Chapter V ends with a 

conclusion of the subject under review. 

The present work has taken a concrete and final shape 

under the able guidance and supervision of Prof. (Mrs) Gargi 

Dutt. Prof. Dutt gave me valuable suggestions in dealing with 

this complicated aspect of contemporary Chinese politics. I 

express deep gratitude to her in this respect. - Dr. Sudipto 

Kaviraj, Centre for Political Studies, School of Social Sciences, 

JNU, has helped me in understanding certain theoretical and 

methodological formulations related to intellectuals and politics. 

I derived sufficient knowledge from the lectures on research 

methodology given by Dr. Imtiaz Ahmed and Prof. Raj1v Bhargava, 

Centre for Political Studies, JNU, arranged at the Centre for 

East ASian Studies, SIS, JNU. I thank Dr. K.v. Kesavan, 

Chairman, Centre for East Asian Studies, School of International 

Studies, JNU who constantly encouraged me in the research work. 

My gratitude to Dr. G.P • ·Desbpande and Dr. Naranarayan Das of 

Centre for East Asian Studies who threw sufficient ltght on 

this subject in my discussions with them. 

I had no problem in procuring relevant information 

and research .materials for the survey as the library starr 
of the following institutions have cooperated with me throughoutt 

Jawaharlal Nehru University Central Library, New Delhi, Nehru 
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Memorial Museum and Library, New Delhi, Sapru House Library 

of In~ian Council of World Affairs, New Delhi,· Centre for the 

Study of Developing Societies, Delhi, and Institute for 

Defence and Strategic Analysis, New Delhi. My special thanks 

to Kamlesh Jain, Documentation Officer Centre for East ASian 

Studies, JNU, and Ms. Uma Chopra IDSA. I thank Rr. L.D.Ajmani 

for his neat and careful typing of the dissertation. 

I take this opportunity to offer deep· respects to my 

parents who have been a constant source of inspiration and 

knowledge. Occasionally they took me into the realms or 
metaphysical and dialectical mode of thinking. · I learnt 

from their practical experiences aB to how best to interpret 

social reality and appreciate certain fundamental values. 

I take the responsibility for all that has gone into 

this work. 

K. VIKllAM SIMHA RAO 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Every society and culture is a product of the nature 

and processes of social relationships that existed in a 

historical span of ttme. Bach society has certain cowmen 

characteristics in its composition but differ 1n other values 

and institutions. The simple nature of society and polity has 

gradually moved towards a complex network accompanied by 

changes at various levels. The political organisations Which 

had formed in due· course were linked to the broader social and 

cultural spheres. The interdependence of political and economic, 

social and cultural entities has revealed the nature of a 

particular society and tradition. 

The societies have flourished as long as there was 

social stability and political unity. The political leadership, 

with the help of social groups and institutions, led the 

societies into various directions. The leadership had 

experienced tensions as well as cooperation with such groups. 

Even While claiming legitimacy from tradition, chari~ma etc., .. 
the leadership had to depend upon certain elites of the society, 

1 
namely intellectuals -- secular or religious. The intellectuals 

were highly educated in tradition and influential in social 

interactions, tn contrast to a large number of illiterate and 

powerless masses. They performed various roles ranging from 

1 S.N. Risenstadt, "Intellectuals and Tradition", 
Daeda+us (Journal of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences) (Cambridge, Mass.) , Spring 1972, pp • 1-21~ 
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direct participation and advice in the day-to·day affairs to 
2 

the roles as critics or rebels and to isolation. The political 

leadersh1ps were aware of the importance of ideas in relation to. 

change and stability, and thus tried to incorporate the 

intellectuals into various political and social roles to 

leeitimate the political and social order. Even the intellectuals 

needed the political leaders in order to protect their institu

tions and privileges. But the intellectuals had constantly 

tried to achieve as much autonomy as possible from the political 

leadership. Thus the quest for mutual interdependence and 
3 

independence remained in varying degrees in different societies. 

In the modern society• the relationship between the 

political leadership, committed to building a strong nation

state, and the intellectuals, seekers of creativity, has become 

very complex which is due to the changes 1n material transforma

tion and new ideologies. The political leadership has to tackle 

the question of intellectuals explicitly or implicitly as the 

intellectuals are known for their critical attitude towards 
4 

tradition and political authority. It is the nature of political 

leadership and its goals Which determines its relationship and 

policy towards the irltellectuals.. In the same way, the 

intellectuals respond according to their interests, as well 

as social and political limitations. 

2 Ibid• 

3 Ibid. See also, Philip Rierr, ed., On Intellectual~ 
(Anchor Books, 1970), pp. 57-136. 

4 Edward Shils, "Intellectuals, Tradition, and the 
Traditions of Intellectuals: Some Preliminary 
Considerations", D§ed~us, Spring 1972, pp. 21-34. 
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China has a long history and complex traditional ethos. 

Out of an intense discussion and debate among philosophical 
5 

traditions, Confucianism (the others are Taoism, Legalism, 

Buddhism, etc.) triumphed in China and was restored as a 

dominant political and social ideology since the rule of Han 

Emperor Wu Ti till the overthrow of Manchu Dynasty in the 

Revolution of 1911. The Confucian ideology provided the basis . 

for Chinese social institutions and relationship between various 

units. The two important principles which guided the social 

organisation were obedience and hierarchy. It provided a frame-
6 

work in which Heaven, Earth and Family were wielded together in 

a giant organism in which the individual lost his identity. 

Obedience, the proper performance of rites and ceremonies, and 
I 

the rules of p~opriety replenished this social organism. 

Obedience was the norm of social conduct -- obedience to parents, 

to husband, to moral law and to the State. 

The hierarchical structure of social organisation in China . 
consisted of the Royal FamUy and the Enrperor. at the apex, 

immediately followed by Mandarins (scholar-literati-officials), 

then came farmers, artisans, merchants, traders and bankers and 

servants at the bottom. According to Max Weber, "social rank 

in China has been determined more by qualification for office 

5 

6 

Hou Wai-Lu, A Short Historv 9.} Chinese Philosophv (Foreign 
Languages Press, Pekliii, 1959 pp. 1-so. Also Joseph 
Levenson, Contucian China and lts ~1odern Fate (Routledge · 
and Keg an Paul, 1958). 

c.K. Yang, "The Functional Relationship between Confucian 
Thought and Chinese Religion", in Fairbank (ed.)..l Chinese 
Thp"bt and Institutions (University of Chicago Press, 
1957 ' pp. 267-90. 
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7 
than by wealth". The hierarchy of prestige corresponded closely 

with the hierarchy of power. The system of public examination 

was devised 1n Han period to select officia~for administrative 

posts. This indicated respect for learning, knowledge and the 

learned. But owing to an authoritarian and elitist administra

tion, the peasantry was suppressed by the Mandarins and the 

friction developed between them as Mandarins despised manual 

labour. The scholar class tried to serv~ itS: own interests 

by having strong patrons in the political circles and very few 

resorted to the· act dissent for the fear of losing privUeges •. 
the 

Thus a seemL~ly stable yet unstable order 9revailed in/Chinese 

social fabric. 

But the Confucian ideology faUed to solve the problems 

of China in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The 

Mandarins turned a blind eye to the world phenomenon of 

capitalism which originated in the West. The Manchu dynasty 
8 

and the Confucian ideology crumbled when Revolution of 1911, 
9 

led by Dr. Sun Yat Sen and other modern intellectuals, brought 

about a significant social and political revolution. But the 

three principles, Democracy, Socialism and Nationalism, which 

. 7 

8 

9 

Cited in Tung-Tsu-Chu ~~ "Chinese Cl~.ss Structure and its 
Ideology", in Fairbank \ed.) .. n._ § .•t P• 250; Chung-11 
C~· ,Tie China's Genttz (University or Washington Press, 
1955 ; . obert Marsh, Mandaril} (Free Press of Glenoc, 
1961. 

Chalmers A. Joseph, PeijSfvt Natigna.l.Mf and.'~S2Imllf.M:tl. 
~wet (Stanford Univers£Y'Press, 19 , pp. l•l • 

Michael Gasster, Qbinese Intellectuals ~d Reyglu~ign q[ 
lall (University of Washing on Press, 19 e) • 
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formed Sun Yat Sen's vision of China's future could not be 

realised as the new political structure could neither defend 

China against internal oppression nor external interference. 
·' 

The radical intellectuals ove1•took the liberal intelle.ctuals. 

These intellectuals and students adopted radical nationalism 

by applying Marxism-Lenini~m to Chinese conditions. The first 
led 

demor~trationjby radical students and intellectuals in the 
10 

May 4th Movement of 1919 marked a break with Chinese tradition 
11 

and \~estern liberalism. Marxism-Leninism was adopted to meet 

the West on its own ground and also change the power structura 

within China. 

Under these circumstances the Communist Party of China 

was founded in 1921. The initiators \Tare none other than the 

outstanding intellectuals 1n the Peking University -- Ch1 en Tu-
12 

hS1u and Li Ta Chao. The l•Iarxist-oriented intellectuals 

increased in number and. radical students became politically 

active. J.!ao Zedong attended the first CCP Congress in Shanghai 

1n 1921 and took part in a_number of political and military 

operations, mobilised workers and peasants. He rose to 

popularity in the. Long March and became the Chairman of 

Political Bureau of CCP at Tsunyi Conference in January 1935. 

10 

u 

Chow Tse-tsung, The M'J Fourth HovemenJc (Harvard 
University Press, 1n6o • 
Benjamin Schwartz, "Tba Limits of Tradition Versus 
Modernity as Categories of Explanation: The Case of 
Chinese Intellectuals", Daeda1us., Spring 1972, pp. 71•88. 

Frederic Wakem~, Jr., Historx & Will, Philosopbicn}. 
Pr:Wciples . gt f.!ag (University of California Press, 1973). 
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The CCP led a number of ~ti-Japanese movements between 1921 and 

1945. The Party had also in the internal political arena demanded 

freedom for intellectuals in the oppressive KMT rule. Thus the 
this 

Party won major victories andlled to its increasing acceptance. 

A large number of peasants, workers, students and intellectuals 
13 

joined or supported the CCP. 

The first readjustment policy towards intellectuals 

appeared in tte resolution prepared by Mao entitled "Recruit 
14 

large nwnber of intellectuals", and adopted by th.e Central 

Committee of CCP in December 1939. In this resolution, Mao 

argued for recruitment of intellectuals in large numbers into 

the Party and Army against the Japanese imperialism. He noted 

that there was distrust and sectarianism in Party towards recruit

ment of intellectuals and pleaded for its removal because 

"without the participation of the intellectuals the revolution 
15 

cannot achieve victory".- He maintained that the Party cadres 

must distinguish between progressi~e intellectuals and 

conservative intellectuals. He concluded that "the proletariat 

cannot rear intellectuals of its own without utilising the help 

of the intellectuals who already exitlt. · 

Though the Party d~d not fully change its attitude of 

distrust towards intellectuals, yet the resolution is of 

13 Theodore H.,E. Cnen, T~ul!ht Ref~ of Chinese Intellectuals 
. (Hong Kong University ~ss, 19~, pp. 1-so. 

14 "Recruit Large Number of Intellectuals", Selected Works 
of ~o Tse Tung, Vol. II (Foreign Languages Press, 
Pekg, 1975), p. 301. 

15 Ibid. 
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significant importance. It disclosed the fact that the CCP since 

1921 bad witnessed an attitude (and policy) of discrimination, 

whJ~h was certainly a result of ideological and historical 

factors. The peasantry and workers 1n the Party had not 

forgotten the oppressive attitude of intellectuals (traditional · 

Mandarins}. The peasantry had equated the modern term 

'intellectuals' with their traditional Manda.rinite, as mental 

work was common to both of them. The resolution did remove 

certain psychological barriers between non-Party intellectuals 

and the Party for the mobi..lis~tion against Japan. And Mao• s 
16 

Talk on Literature and Art in Yenan ( 1942) marked a wa~ershed 

1n literary and artistic policy of the Party similar to that of 

Lenin's views. But a temporary period of hundred flowers ended 

up in a rectification campaign in 1942•43. 

After the Liberation in 1949, the Party adopted the 

second. readjustment policy of uniting, educating and remoulding 
> . .:; • ' 

the intellectuals. As early as 1939 Mao had analysed the class 

character of Chtna in an essay entitled "The Chinese Revolution 
l7 

and the Chinese Communist Party• • It declared that the 

intellectuals did not constitute a class or a stratum. There 

were reactionary as well as progressive intellectuals. They 

coUld be transformed ideologically with ease. In a broader 

16 "Talkc at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art", . 
~eJ.ect~d Wgrks gr. Mf Tse Tt:':, Vol. III (Peking, 197?)! 
P• 69; see also jUd Ellen ., "Prelude to the Yenan Ta ks -
Problem in Transforming a Literary Intelligentsia", 
Modern Ching,, July 1985, PP• 377-408. 

17 "The Chinese Revolution lmi the Chinese Communist Party", 
Selected Wor}Ss of Mao, Vol. II, P• 305. 
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task of creatine cond1t1.cns for socialist transformation and 

construction, Mao and the Party realised that ideological 

remoulding (or thought reform) of the people was the first step 

and especially that of the intellectuals who possessed a strong 

power of ideas. Having classified the intellectuals into four 

types on the basis of their degree of support to socialism and the 

Party leadership, tbe Party adopted persuasion and coercion to 

remould them. ·Even though intellectuals were distrusted for 

their values of old society, they were regarded as an important 

force.for socialist transformation. They underwent ideological 
18 

remoulding in tl~ land reforms, three~anti, five-anti movement 

and demonstration agair~t us aid to Korea. It was assessed that 

many intellectuals with rightist conservative ideas turned to 

so91a11sm and by 1955 many or the 1atellectuals belonged to the 

labouring class • 

In these circumstances, Premier Zhou Enla1 1n his "Report" 
19 

on the question of intellectuals: submitted to the Central 

Committee of Chinese Communist Party in 1956, proposed for a 

third readjustment policy towards i~tellectualst As an over

whelming majority of intellectuals have become part of working 

class, the policy of the CCP must be "to mobilise intellectualS 

to the fullest possible extent and bring into full play their 

existing strength, to give intellectuals constant help in 

remoulding themselves and to expand the ranks of our intellectuals 

18 

19 

Theodora H.s. Chen, n~ .13~ _. 

Zhou Enlai, Report on the Qye~on of Intellectua1S 
(Foreign Languages Press, Pek · , 1956), P• 7. 
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and raise their professional Skill. In short it meant to help 

them remould thet:lselves, and assist then1 in becoming profession

ally competent. 

The 1956 report of Zhou Enlai had symbolised the first 

and significant landrn~rk in the Party's assessment and future 

policy towards intellectuals. Reiterating the role of 

intellectuals in the advancement of science and culture in 

the socialist society, and. also the party's leadership over 
20 

them, Zhou Enlai criticised the sectarian attitude of the 

Party cadres towards intellectuals, and theil' overtrust of 

intellectuals in certain other cases. C~lling for rectification 

of these two deviations, he listed a number of measures to 

improve the intellectuals politically and professionally in the 
21 

transition to socialist transformation. They include: to 

improve the manner of employing and placing them in accordance 

with their specialised skills, to show confidence and give support 

for real initiative, to create necessary working and living 

conditions and give appropriate treatment; to weed out counter

revolutionaries and reduce the number of backWard intellectuals, 

and win the middle-of-the-road intellectual over its side, and to 

encourage progressives 1n becoming real socialists' to in~rease 

the number of graduate students, to strike a balance between 

theoretical and technical work, and also between long-term and 

immediate requirements, to send students abroad for language and 

20 Ib1d., P• 14. Zhou Enlai ~ent closer to Lenin and 
Althusserts conception or intellectuals tn a society 
where private ownership or means of production 1R abolished. 

21 Ibid~ 
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technical ~earning, to 1nuite foreign scholars, to set up 

organisations related to science, education and culture; and 

finally to create machinery to solve the problems of intellectuals 

like Bureau of Chinese Expertl3 under State Council for adminis

trative matters, Propaganda Department of Central Co~~ittec for 

ideological correction and Organisnt~.on Department of Central 

Connnittee for recruitment of intellectuals into the Partyt the 

United Front Department of Central Cot::mittee for looking after 

the \'Torok cf non-Party intellectuals belong 1ng to various 

den1ocratic parties. Tho objective was thus to forge a strong 

alliance between the social forces of :peanants, workers and 

intellectuals. This report has b~come a cr~rter for the 

intellectuals of China. 

In 1956, the hopes of the pe~nle and the Party went high 
which werer 

in the midst of successes/achieved in the First Five Year Plan 

and collecttvisation of agriculture. To encourage creativity 

and freedom at the scientific and cultural levels, Mao launct~d 
'22 

the famous Hundred Flowers Novement of 1956. It announced the 

policy of' "let hundred flowers blossom, let hundred schools of 

thought contend"• The intellectuals took active part in open 

discussion and criticism. When the movement went beyond certain 

limits of criticism of Party leadership, it was clamped, and the 
23 

Anti-Rightist campaign was carried out in 1957. A number of 
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intellectuals were labelled rightists and bourgeois, and were 

purged from the Party, insulted in the public. They suffered 

social and political discrimination. The motives behind 

Hundred Flowers Hovement are not very clear, but it has certainly 

revealed that many intellectuals were critical of socialism, 

Party leadership and de~anded more freedom. 

In order to carry out various political programmes without 

the help of intellectuals and train them in remoulding perfectly, 

Mao designed the famous but unsuccessful Great Leap Forward 
-

(1958-60) which took the place of Five Year Plans.· Mao's new 

ideas were discernible in some of his articles as in his "On 

the Ten Major Relationships" in April 1956 and later in his 

"On the Correct Handling of Contradictions•. 

He developed a new mode of thinking and concluded that 

Soviet type of.. development was leading to bureaucratism, 

revisionism and restoration of capitalism. He felt that the 

gap between the Party and masses, the intellectuals and working 

class, manual labour and mental labour, urban and rural areas, 

industry and agriculture, were increasing. In order to overcome 

elitism, bureaucratism and inequality, he developed a theory of 

communEW \Iherein workers, peasants, soldiers and intellectuals, 

woUld take part in all spheres of social activity -- industry, 

agriculture, defence and education. The bourgeois and 

reactionary intellectuals woule be transformed into 

proletariat, and workers, peasants would be educated to 

constitute the proletarian intelligentsia. This project led 

to sending intellectuals to farms and factories. They were 

made to involve actively in political and ideological work. 
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Very little time was left for academic work. 

When the Great Leap Forward was discontinued in 1960, 

Liu Shaoq1 revived the Five Year Plans and gave material 

incentives to the peasants and workers. In the midst of 
. 24 

another relaxation period of 1961-62 for intellectuals, 
. 25 

Zhou Enlai and Chen Yi at the Guang2hou Conference 1n 1962 

pleaded f'or restoration of status and role of intellectualo, 

and acceptance of intellectuals as part of working class. 

But this call for imp~ementation of third readjustment policy 

did not materialise as it was overshadowed by a decade of 

Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution ( 1966-76). 

The deep-rooted political-ideological struggle sparked 
26 

off with the controversy over v1u Han.' s play 'Hai Rui Dismissed', 

Which spilled over educational and political boundaries. The 

Red Guards, guided by l~ao, Lin Piao and the Gang of Four, waged 

struggle against ~ourgeois' intellectuals, ill-treated them and 

bombarded the Headquarters, thus overthrowirlg Liu Shaoqi and 

his· colleagues from the Party. While the Cultural Revolution 

24 

26 

Cit(Jd in Gong Yuzhu, Deng X1aop1ng and Party's 
Intellectual Policies, B~ij~g Beviaw, 19 March 
1984, pp. 16-20. Also see erle Goldman, ~jtararz 
Dissgnt bn Communist China (Harvard, 1967). 

Ivierle Goldman, CJ31na1 s Intel:t,egtijals Ad'f'ice.. and DiRsept, 
(Harvard University Press, 19811, pp. 117-35. Also 
Robert Jay Lifton, ReyoluGionary Immortalitz (New York, 
1968). 
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was in full swing for three years ( 1966-6:9), its ideology 

dominated till the de at~ of 'Hao and the Gang of Four's over

throw. The Party Constitution of 1969 was the most revolutionary 
' 

and in the history of CCP and endorsed ths thGOl"Y of continued 

revolution. In 1966, the CeT;tral Corunittee of CCP annotmced 

the 'two estimates'; that in the first 17 years of Comrnunist 

rule, the education was guided by ocurgeois leadership and the 

bourgeois intellectuals dominated the education. 

In the late 1969, the Part:r began to enforce the 

•sixteen point• decision of the Central Cornrnittee issued on 

12 August 1966. Po:illt 10 deals with the educational reforms 

1n the schools; 

The period of schooling should he shortened. 
Courses shall be few and better • The teaching 
materials should be thoroughly transformed, and 
1n some cases beginning with simplifying compli• 
cated material. WhUe tbeir main task 1~ to 
study! students should also learn other things. 
That s to say, in addition to their studies 
they must also learn industrial work, farm and 
military affairs, and take part in tne struggle 
for cultural Revolution as they occur. 

In practice it meant undermining knowledge and 

intellectuals and overemphasising practice, revolutionary 

action and ideological fervour. It swung to the other extreme 

of rejecting formal education and restoring only political and 

ideological education without school. The Red and Expert 

principle thus turned into excessive Red and no Expert. The 

teachers were not respected. The examination system which 

was considered to be favouring merit and not the working class 

was abo~ished. The admissions were now open only to the 

peasant-worker-soldiers. The administration was in the hands 
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of revolutionarf committees at the corm.1une level, The university 
were 

was looked do~ID unon ~lrl ~a~r theoretical subjects/scrapped. 
4 ',/ 27 

The students spent all their time in far.ms and factories. 

All these changes undermined role and th~ ~tatus of 

intellectuals, While Zhou Enlai had as!.1essed in 1956 that 

majority of' 1ntellect.ua~s were part of working class, they 

were treatec as rightists in 1957, and as •stinking ninth 
~ . 

category' (the other eight enemies of people are: landlords, rich 
peasants, counter-revolutionaries, bad elements,Rlgbttste;enegades, 
enemy agents and capitalist roaders) 

during the Cultural Revolution by Gang of Four • The 

intellectuals had by now branched out into liberal school 

under the political patro~eof znou En-lai and Deng Xiaop1ng, 

and radical intellectuals whose political patrons were Mao 
29 

Zedong and the Gang of Four. As a consequence or Cultural 

Revolution and its anti-intellectualism, the intellectuals 

became the worst victims, professionally and personally, thus 

pushing China still far behind the levels of technological and 

cultural development of advanced nations. 

After the death of Lin Piao, Zhou Enlai had attempted to 

move China from radicalism to pragmatism. His efforts at the 

27 Ibid. (Goldman) • 

28 Anne T. Thurston, "Victims of China Cultural Revolution 
the InviSible Wounds" (two parts), tacific Affa1ts, 
Winter 1984-85, PP• 599-620 and Sep ember 1985, pp. 5·27. 

29 Merle Goldman, . China t s IntelJ,ectuaJ,s, . !~V'!..O.!:~ ang 
J2issen,i, :n. 26 .•• 
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30 
4th National People's Congress in 1975 were foiled by the Gang 

of Four who led anti-Lin P.iao, anti-Confucian: 1 Water Margin 

and dictatorship of proletariat movements for their own 

political ends. Even the three important documents put forward 
') 

by Deng on Party, Industry and Science were termed thre~ poisonous 

weeds.. This resulted in disastrous damage to economy, education 

and intellectual resources. 

With the overthrow of Gang of Four, preceded by Mao's 

death in September 1976, China has taken a fresh turn in its 

political and social spheres. The purpose here of this research 

work is to study the nature and changes in party•s attitude and 
31 

policy towards intellectuals in the post-~ao era {1976-85). 

An attempt is made to measure the direction of swing of policy 

pendulum between the •Hundred Flowers' and the •stinking ninth 

category'. 

A few clarifications are essential tothis endeavour. 
32 

Unlike in the Western connotation the intellectuals in China 

include all those who receive a minimum of secondary education. 

30 

31 

32 

William Joseph T e C t e u tr Left sm n Ch·n 
1958•81) (Stairl'ord Un vers1 y Press 1984 • urgen Domes, 
Cp1nese Polit,cs Stnce Mag (University College, 1979); 
Tien.wei Wu, Itts Btao and G~i of FoJ!t ( Illinois, 1983) , 
Roper Garside, o~m Al1v;e • C~a Af~r J4ag ( 1981) J 
Fox Butterfield,W:hina Alive in ;tEi .Ditt!~ ~ea. ( 1981) • 

Sylvia Chen, "'rhe Blooming of Hundred Flowers and the 
Wounded Generation«, in Bill Brugger, ed., ChinwSinc£ 
ihe Gang of Four (London, 1980). pp. 174-201. Also 

!chard Baum, · Tbe Four ,Nodetpisat16ns · (Westview~P:ves s, 
1980), p. 72. . 

M1cheal Yahuda, ASt§ agd Pac1(1c 1985, World or 
Information (Sssex , pp. 115-32. 
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They are mainly scientists, engineers, technicians, professions, 

teachers, writers, artists, actors, medical workers and 

journalists. The main thrust of this research project will be 
I 

focussed on science, education and culture (literature and art}. 

The Party has perceived the intellectuals from three angles •• 

first ideologically, as bourgeois intellectuals and proletarian 

intellectuals, second professionally, as higher intellectuals and 

ordinary intellectuals; third age-wise, young, middle and old 

intellectuals (middle age is between 35-45). An attempt is made 

to study the Party's attitude and policy towards intellectuals 

under Hua Guofeng and Deng X1aop1ng t s leadership 'llong with the 

socio-political status and role, living and working conditions, 

dissent and advice (though the latter may not receive a suffic:t.ent 
non-

treatment owing to/availability of data and information) as it is 

beyond the scope of the present study and lack of data, The 

hypothesis that·'the ultimate cost of the Chinese quest for 
33 

intellectual autonomy was political estrangement• Will be 

tested. The degree of institutional autonomy granted to 

intellectuals by the political leadership for realising 

political goals Will be studied. And finally the nature of 

evolving relationship betwP-en Party and the intellectuals 

vis-a~vi! the Chinese society will be analysed. 

33 Frederic \-Iakenjan, ~Tr., "The Price of Autonomy, 
Intellectuals in l·'Iing and · Ch' 1ng Politics", 
Dee~a1us, Spring 1972, pp. 35-70. 
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Chapter II 

THE PERIOD OF TRANS IT ION ( 1976•78) 

The post.Mao period can be classified into three major 

phases with regard to the Party's attitude and policy· towardS 

intellectuals. The first phase, September 1976 - February 1978, 

can be termed as a 'period of transition'. It covers various 

important developments like the passif€ of Chairman Mao, the 

overthrow of Gang of Four, copsolidation of Hua Guofeng's 

leadership in the Eleventh Party Congress and rehabilitation of 

Deng Xiaoping. The second phase, February 1978 - August 1982, 

called • the period of fourth readjustment policy' includes the 

national conferences on science and education, the historic Third 

Plenum of 11th Party Central Committee, and Deng Xiaoping 1s 

consolidation of power. The third phase August 1982 - December 

1985 entitled 'Towards further implementation of the policy', 

deals with the period since Twelfth Party Congress and the New 

State Constitution of 1982. 

· The phase is termed as the period of transition for the 

reason that there was a temporary consolidation of Hua•s power 

and a simultaneous growth of influence of Deng Xiaoping. Even 

though Hua Guofeng remained as Prime Minister since Chou Bn-lai, s 

death till August 1980 and as Chairman of the Party till June 

1981, the power began to gravitate towards Deng 1s leadership. 

Between 1976 and 1981, Hua•s power declined and it was followed 

by Deng Xiaoping's ideological victory at the Third Plenum of 

11th Party Central Committee and then the political consolida

tion at the 5th Plenum in March 1980, accompanied by 
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organisational victory (though partial) in June 1981. Between 

1976 and 1978, there was an intense political and ideological 

activity which culminated in the. crystallisation of Deng's 

victory in Decemoer 1978. Since then a degree of consistency 

and stabilization prevailed. Thus 1976 - February 1978 may be 

appropriately termod as period of transition, indicating Hua•s 

leadership and its decline. 

At this stage it :ts important to tackle the important 

problem as to who decides the policy towards intellectuals, 

wlmt are its bases and how it is implemented. It is the Chinese 

Communtst Party leadership which frames the general line and 

this general line, a product of Party ideology, determines the 

policy towards various sectors of the society -- namely 

political, economic, social, scientific, educational and _ 

cultural. To put it in simple terms the political leadership 

deteriDines the principles, policy and the line, and they are 

implemented by the three major organs: Party, Government and 

the Army. Thus, to know the policy towards intellectuals, it 

is necessary to know the nature of political leadership, its 

ideology, goals and objectives, political structure, economic 

policies and policy towards science, education and cUlture 

(literature and art). 

Chairman Hua Guofeng headed the Party leadership after 

Mao's death and was to a large extent responsible for the 

downfall of the Gang of Four. Not deviating from Maoist 

path of development, Hua Guofeng criticized the 'Gang of' Four• 
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1 
for distorting Maoist policies. He believed that the 

socialist revolution and construction was the political line 

laid down by Mao Zedong. He praised the Cultural Revolution, 

though he declared the conclusion of the first Cultural 
2 

Revolution , maintaining more of such wculd continue, and 

criticised the Gang of Four for thc~ir cotmter ... revolutionary 

activittes. His ideological line was •act according to the 
3 

principles laid down, along with the political line of Mao's 
4 

:llogan •never forget class strugele'. Hua'a attempt to 
5 

revive Mao Zedong of late 1950s by prin11sh1ng Nao• s works 

from 3eptember 1949 - Novereber 1957 in the form of Volume V 

confirmed his policy of two whateverss that whatever Mao said 

was right and whatever M3o did not do could not be implemented.'. 
6 

On the political front, Hua launched a campaign to 

criticise Lin Piao and the Gang of Four, and rehabilitated a 

number of victims of Cultural Revolution including Deng Xiaoptng. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Hua Guoreng's speech at Peking ceremony of laying 
cornerstone of Comrade Mao Memorial Hall ( 24 November 
1976), Iae:t,j;ina Revb~' 3 December 1976, p. 3. 

Political Report of the 11th National Congress of CPO 
delivered by Kua Kuofeng (12 August 1977), Bebjtgg Rev~e~, 
26 August 1977, pp. 23-57. 

Study Mao Tse Tung1 Carry out Chairman Mao's Behests, 
~e13ing ~~v1e~~ 8 october 1976, p. 12. 

Memorial Speech delibered by Chairman Hua ( 10 September -
1976), Beij;pg Rey1ew1 24 September 1976. 

Decision on the publication of the Selected Works of Mao 
Tse Tungt Beijing Review, 15 October 1976, p. 3. Works 
publisheo Beijing_ Rev3.ew, 22 AprU 1977, p. 5. 
Speech by Hua at Second National Conference on Learning 
from Tachai in Agriculture (10 December 1976), 
Beijing Rexiew, 17 March 1976, p. 10. 
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On the econ01r1c front, Hua Guofeng retained the l-1acist model 

of Dazhai and Dazhing for agriculture and industry respectively. 

Even the communes wero retained for some t1me.Whlle not making 

any experimentations, he also strcssod the econo~ic plans -

of modernisation announced by Zhou Enlai in 1964 and 1975 which 

he considered as hav:lr.e carried Hao' s eood 't..J"ishes. His ten 

year .economic plan ( 1976-85) \-ras formally approved at the 2nd 
7 

Plenum of the 11th Central Comni.ttoe in February 1978. 

Raving rr.aintained that 'politics should command every

thing•, Rua had put science, education, culture and intellectuals 

in the broad framework of l·~a.o1st politics. The policy state

ments and implementation regarding policy t.O\tTal"dS intellectuals 

can be discerned in the important meetings and conferences 

conducted by the Party. While stressing the importance of 

science, education, culture and intelle,~tuals, Hua regarded 

them as instruments for both socialist revolution and 

construction. In his major policy speech at the Second 

National Conference on Learning from Tacha1 in agriculture 

on 25 Dece~ber 1976, Hua criticized the attitude of Gang of 

Four: 

Why do they arrogantly trample on the masses, 
poor and low~middle peasants, revolutionar,y 
lntellectuals, and other people, lord it over 
them,. turn a blind eye to their sufferings? 
Why do they try to overthrow all, completelY 
deny our tremendous achievements in socialist 
revolution and construction, denigrate our 
Party and the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
make havoc of socialist cultural and economtc 
undertaking and sabotaging the revolution and 
production? 8 

7 B.e1j1ng Reyi~, 3 March 1978, p. 7. 
8 Speech by Hua at Second National Conference., n •. a,_ 

p. 10. 
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Hua in his speech at the Eleventh Party Congress of August 

1977 revived l.fao•·s policies to~rards science, education and 

culture. While announcing the convening of a national 

conference on scientific work in near future, be devoted more 

attention to culture and education. As for culture, he repeated 

Mao•s slogans "of letting a hundred flowers bloseom and a hundred 

schools of thought contend", "of making the past serve the present 

and things foreign serve China", and of "weeding through tho 

old to bring forth the new". Mao•s education policy that 

aeducation must serve proletarian politics and be combined 

with productive labour, and must enable everyone· who receives 

an education to develop morally, intellectually, and physically 

and become a worker with both socialist consciousness and 
9 . 

culture" was adopted. 

In the same speech, Chairman Hua made the first policy 
10 

statement regarding intellectuals. While stressing the 

importance of an army of technical cadres, professors, 

teachers, scientists, journalists, writers and artists and 

Marxist theorists of the working class, Hua gave a call to 

carry out, in accordance with Chairman Mao•s instruction, the 

Party's policy of uniting with, educating and remoulding 
/ 

intellectuals arid harnessing their enthusiasm for socialist 

construction. He did not refute the 'two estimates• made by 

the Gang of Four during the Cultural Revolution. (The t\11'0 

9 Political Report of 11th National Congress of CPC, 
n •. 2 . :.__ , PP• 25-57. 

10 Ibid. 

\ I ' ~ . ' 



estimates refer to the assessment that in the first 17 years of 

founding of People's Republic, a bourgeois line was dominant in 

education and education was headed by bourgeois intellectuals). 

Again his reference to intellectuals as ~volutionary intellec

tuaJ.s1 and the continuation of the policy to remould them 

reveals his belief that a number of intellectuals were still 

rightists and bourgeois in outlook. 

Even though Hua•s statement affirmed adoption of Mao's 

policy; 1t is not the only indication of the policy towards 
11 

intellectuals. Hua Kuofeng was assisted by Deng Xiaoptng 

who maintained a low profile but gave impetus to policies 
• 

towards science and education. Deng Xiaoping str~ssed the 

professional aspect of intellectuals, while Hua laid emphasis 

on political and ideological orientation, though it was not 

carried out in practice rigorously. The damage caused by 

Cultural Revolution was so immense for intellectuals and 

scientific institutions that steps were taken in the direction 

of rehabilitation of victims, redressing of various cases of 

frame-ups, false charges and labels, and reassignment of work 

along with reopentng of educational and scientific institutions. 

Education began with a vengeance to compensate for the 

loss during the previous decade ( 1966-76). With the CPCCC 

11 Deng Xiaoping hinted at his favourite slogan 
•Practice is the sole criterion of truth, and 
more work and less empty talk' at ll.th National 
Congress of CPO, but it went unheard. 
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12 
directive on lS September 1977, calling for a National 

Conference on Science in the near future, and Deng Xiaop1ng's 

a.ssertion of Four Modernisation on National Day (1 October 1977), 

along wit'h an important article published by Has s Criticism Group 

entitled "a major polemic on education front: criticism of the 
13 

two estimates" created by Gang of Four (8 November), cleared 

the minds of the people and developed a positive attitude 

towards higher education, science and knowledge. The uniform 

entrance examinations were reinstated and conducted for the 
14 

first time after Cultural Revolution in November-Decewber 1977 , 

in which 20 million appeared and 200,000 were selected. The 
15 

cr1te1•ia for admission was changed. Instead of strictly 

following the class origin, there bas been an attempt to select 

candidates on the basis of merit, and politico-ideological 

12 

13 

14 

15 

CPC Central Committee circular on Holding National Science 
Conference a It maintained that •tbe Party's polic.y 
towards intellectuals must be implemented without delay. It 

also made reference to problems of jobs, working conditions, 
titles, putting into responsible postsLtime for study and 
also •red and expert• ·principle. Be:\ja.ug Review', 
30 September 19771 pp. 6·11. The preparatory meeting or 
National Science conference on 25 September, recalled Mao's 
statement in 1956. The e.ntue Party should study hard to 
acquire scientific knowlebge and unite with non.party 
intellectuals in the efforts to catch up rapidly with 
advanced world levels in·science. Betjing Rev1~, 
30 Settomber 1977, p. 11. 

It referred to intellectuals as part of revoluticnar.r force, 
Beijing Reyiewt 16 December 1977. It gave the number or 
in~ellectuals since 1971 as 20 million. See also Beijing 
Imview, 3 February 1978, P• 16. 

~eiiing Rev!§!, 11 November 1977, p. 16. 

BeijY:l~ 'lvi~ 28 July 19781 Training of Postgraduates 
:resume , ~e_Lg Rey:iew, 17 February 1978, p. 4, 
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qualifications became secondary. ThiS was accompanied by 

expansion of number or universities and colleges, rehabilitation 

of teachers and professors, and modification of curriculum, 

reduction of time for production work. The educational 

administration no longer remailled in the hands of revolutionary 

committees. At this st&ge there was a proposal to increase the 
16 .. 

wage incomes of the. teachers which had gone below tbe incomes 

of ordinary manual workers during the Cultural Revolution. 

The 1~portance attached to the intellectual resources can 

be observed in the _enrolmont of students for ro~al 
.·.. 17 

educti,tion. Th3 enrolment in 1969 was 100.67 million students 

1n primary, 20.25 million in sec:ondary, 0.109 million in tertiary 

education with a total cf 121.03 million. In 1976, the number 

rose to 150.06 million in prtmary, 59.06 million in secondary, 

o.sss million in tertiar,y and a total of 209.69 million. In 

1977 the number in tertiary level rose to 0.625 million. 

In the scientific field, the progress in various branches 
18 

was recorded with recruitment of scientists to leading posts, 

16 

17 

18 Chen Ching was promoted to a research follow of Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, Be.j,1~fuBexLer, G January 1978l p. 30, 
Fang Yi in his report on h eso sc4ence and aducat on on 
27 December announced the important decis!ons regarding 
scientific and technical derelopmentsa (1) to set upS & T 
commissions, (2) to set up system of directories responsi
bility system, (3) develop scientific research, (4} new 
enrolment sys~em, (5) Learning S & T from advance~ countries, 
(6) 5/6 week hours of study, (!) more funds etc. Beijin& 
Reytex, 13 January 1978, p. 15. 
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though it was very slow in pace. The meeting of Hua Guofeng 

and Deng Xiaoping with eminent scientists added a new momentum 
. 19 

to science policy. The outline Report •on the Work of Chinese 

Academy of Sciences', opened the gates t-tide for scientif!c advance

ment. In its report, it maintained "as for those scientific 

researchers who defied the label and clubs of the gang of four, 

'secretly' devoted their heart and soul to scientific research 

and made achievements, we should cherish, commend and show 

concern about them politically, and help and support them 1n 
20 been 

their work". The tRod and Expert • principle which bad/turned 

into excessive redness by the Gang of Four was moving towards 

a balanced redness and expertise. 

On the !iterature and art front, a number of discussions 

took place to criticise the tampering by Gang of Four for their 

narrow self-interest. At the celebration of 35th Anniversary of 

PUblication of Chairman Mao's "Talk at the Yenan Forum on 
21 

Literature and Art" , there was emphasis on the pofnt that, 

19 

20 

21 

"Hua Meets Prof. Chao Chung Ting from Massachusetts, 
Deng Meets Prof • Chao and Prof • Man-ching Niu", 
~~ij~g; Bezi,el!t 13 September 1977-'- p. 31. Deng meets 
Amer can scten~ists Dr. Chia-liu Yuan and Chien Shing Wu, 
Be1jJ.ng Rev!ew, 14 October 1977, P• 4. 

Scientific Research Speeds up, Beij~g Rev3ex: 22 July 
1977, P• SJ Scientific research reac ivate , ~eij~ 
Revtew, 28 October 1977, P• 91 A number of conferences 
were held and fruitful scient fie results, Beilin.& 
Revtex, 28 October 1977, pp. ll-13; New results in 
Theory Research, .B~1j1ng Rev1ew1 '3 March 1978, p. 6; 
Spreading Scien~iPic know!edge, Beijing Reyiew, 
10 February 1978, p. 15. 

:ije;L31ng Reyiew, 17 June 1977, p. 23. 
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22 
by avoiding the distortions of Gang of Four, the literature and 

art must serve proletarian politics and socialism. It also 

declared that hundred flowers would prevail in order to study 

and criticise and develop the artistic aspects for enriching 

socialism. Alongside there were republications of works of 

Lu Xun and Mao DUn., of novels by Yang Mo, Chu Po, Liu Ching 

and Chou Lipo which were banned during Cultural Revolution, 

and the planned publications of the foreign ~orks of 
23 

Shakespeare~, Gorky, Cervantes, Hegel and Migout. This 

indicated a new and a liberal trend to make ~ld serve the 

present and foreign serve the nation. The publication of 

newspapers and magazines increased in nurr.ber, and "Volume, thus 

meeting the cultural needs of the people. An attempt was made 
24 

to confer titles on eminent personalities of art and literature. 

At the ideological level, massive efforts were made to 

define 'class struggle' in terms of socialist revolution and 

socialist construction, emphasising the three revolutionary 

movements in class struggle, production and scientific research. 

A number of articles appeared clarifying the wrong direction 

taken by the Gang of Four. •seeking !ruth from facts• by 
25 

Chen Yun, •Intellectuals are an important force in socialist 

22 "How the Gang of Four Stamped the Party's Policy on 
Intellectuals • Denying the Role of Intellectuals", 
Be131n& Revj.ew, 18 March 1977, PP• 19·20. 

23 'ft!ijing Reyiew, 24 February 1978, p. s. 
24 Conferring title of Honorary Professor to Noted Syrian 

Poet Abdul Mouine, Bei3&ng Review, 13 .January 1978, P• 5. 

25 Beijing Reviex, 2 December 1977, P• 3~ 
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26 
revolution and construction', •we must catch up with and 

27 
surpass world's advanced levels with this century•, 

28 
to buUd a powerful and modern socialist country' , 

•strive 

•Is it 

necessary to develop productive forces •, and •• refuting Yao Wen• 

yuan's fallacy that the principle "to each according to his 
29 

/ work", breeds bourgeois•, these articles removed the cowwebs 

from the minds of the people and made them realise that 

knowledge and science in socialist state are part of productive 

forces and of benefit to the working c~ass. 

In this period of-transition, very little efforts were 

made specifically to tackle the problems of intellectuals. The 

progress 1n this aspect remained limited to change in Party's 

attitude towards intellectuals as against the Gang of Four's 

policy of discrimination and oppression. Secondly, due to the 

damage done to various institutions, the important step vas to 

rehabilitate the victims and reopen the institutions -- eduea •. 

tiona!, scientific and cultural. Thirdly, more important was 

. the struggle at the ideological level to denounce the Gang of 

Four. For this Hua Guofeng needed the help of the intellectuals 

in carrying out this campaign, as intellectuals also shared 

Hua' s outlook regarding the Gang of Four. 

Hua Kuofeng had his own limitations in carrying out the 
Gang of Fmr 

Party's policy toward intellectuals. The e~mpaign ag a1nst the 1 

26 'Bei;11ng RevieJ!, B July 1977, p. 12. 

27 Beijing Rexte)l, 22 July 1977, l>• s. 
28 Be&j!M Rev~ew, 7 October 1977. 

29 B~lfraj&Jlg Rev'e~h 10 February 1978, p. 11~ 
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Which was carried out for three years had taken much of his time 

in way of consolidation of his power. The Party and the State 

institut~ons were not willing and not sufficiently equipped to 

carry out this policy as they were deeply entrenched in the 

influence of Gang of Four. His own ideological leaning towards 

Maoist orthodoxy made him accept Mao's principles uncritically. 

He derived his legitimacy in the •two whatever• principles. Thus 

he could not define and analyse the problem regarding the 

intellectuals, though he started off by reviving Mao• s policy 

(or Party policy) adopted 1n the first five years of found!ng 

of Peoplets Republic,. The fact that he neither criticised Mao 

nor C.ultural Revolution made the intellectuals sceptical and 

they hesitated to take any step in hurry• This uncertainty tn 

the minds of intellectuals was one of the important reasons for 

less success in their mobilisation and improvement of professional 

skills. The intellectuals were also uncertain about their 

relations with workers and peasants, as the latter were red upon 

by the Gang of Four on hatred and discrimination. It would be 

too quick to expect the workers, peasant~ and cadres to treat 

the intellectuals without discrimination, help and support them 

1n their work. 

In contrast to the period of Cultural Revolution, this 

phase of transition following the death of Mao Zedong iS marked 

with a less radJ.cal party policy towards intellectuals, a 

reassertion of Maots policy to unite, educate and remould, 

accompanied by redressing of their label •stinking ninth 

category', given by the Gang or Four. It was followed by 
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rehabilitation or victims of Cultural Revolution, reopening of 

various institutions but much within the Maoist framework of 
30 

politics enunciated in late l95os. 

Hua did not make any efforts to reassess the arrears 

namely 'the two estimates•, Cultural Revolution, and Mao 

lumself. He adopted the policy towards intellectuals which 

prevaUed in the early 1950s, He was far away from the correct 

assessment made by Premier znou Bn-lai in 1956 that overwhelming 

majority of intellectuals were part of working class. Even though 

it was bestowed.upon Deng Xiaoping to renew Zhou Enlat•s assess. 

ment, Hua Guofeng created a con·g3nial environment for Deng 

Xiaoping to do so. The intellectuals on their side were partly 

comfortable owing to the downfall of the Gang of Four, but 

remained still uncertain about the nature of succeeding leader

ship and its ideology. The alliance of the Party with the 

intellectuals in the traditional Marxist framework was not yet 

achieved. The tension between the Party and intellectuals 

remained though it lessened 1n tntensity. The intellectuals 

had only to wait for the 3rd Plenum of llth Party Central 

Comcittee to take place and see Deng X1aop1ng the victor. At 
neither 

this stage judging from poor living and wo~king conditions~be 

status or intell~ctuals improved, nor their role clearly 
-

defined by the Party. 

30 Volume V of Mao's Selected Works prefaced by Hua 
Kuofeng contained articles 'On Ten Major Relationships•, 
•on the correct handling of contradictions•, which also 
included the Chapter v_, on the question of intellectuals. 
Hua Uuofeng had adopted this mode of thinking-. 
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THE FOURTH READJ"USTMENT POLICY (1978-82) 

If the P arty• s policy towards intellectuals was 

characterised as ultra left and radical in nature during the 

Cultural Revolution, and the two years following the downfall 

of the Gang of Four as a period of less radical but not too 

close to moderate policies, the period since March 1978 and 

especially the Third plenum of Eleventh Party Central Committee 

in December 1978 will be remembered as a period of fourth readjust. 
1 

ment policy, moderate, restoring, improving and upholding the 

Party's traditional Marxist policy of its alliance with 

intellectuals (besides with the more important social bases, 

workers and peasants)• The three important developments which 

led to this remarkable change in attitude and policy were the 

National Science Conference held between 18 and 31 March 1978, 

National Conference on Education in April 1978 and the Third 

plenum of Eleventh Party Central Coffimittee in December 1978. 

The happenings were preceded by a very significant 

political move for adoption of a new State Constitution of March 

1978 at the 5th National Peoples Congress, along with a new 

constitution for Chinese People's Political Consultative 
2 

· Conference at its 5th National Congress of which Deng Xiaoping 

l Cheng You-xin and L1 Ke -j1n, "Intellectualss Their Class 
Status and Social Role", Sgcifi Sciences in ChiJll (Beijing, 
June 1984. It gives a ~heore !cal explanation for the 
fourth readjustment policy, intellectuals as part of 
working class, PP• 27·54. 

2 Constitution of Chinese Party's Political Consultative 
Conference (adopted on 8 March 1978), B,ei;Iing Rev.~, 
24 March 1978, p.- 31~ .. 
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became the chairmen. Deng Xiaoping at the CPPCC gave a call to 

the people of all nationalities in China., the intellectuals and 

the patriotic democratic parties, the people's organisation, the 

patriotic personages from all walks of life to carry out the 

line of the 11th Party Congress. 

While the Party Constitution of 1977 became the party 

guideline, the new State Constitution of 1978 turned out to be 
/ 

the net..r State guideline _for gov·ernmental administration. The 

first session of the Fifth National People's Coneress consisted 

of three elementss the political report of Premier Hua Guofeng 

on work of Governmentt the approval of 10 year economic plan 

(1976-85) and the adoption of a new constitution. Hua in his 
3 

report emphasised speeding up of socialist economic construction 

and the development of socialist science, education and culture, 

For the first time Hua laid greater stress on scientific research 

for economic construction accompanied by development of a number 

of academic disciplines. Dealing with education, be urged for 
I 

assistance and care for a creation of strong contingent of 

intellectuals but within the framework of 'education for 

proletarian politics•. Even the field of literature and art 

received sufficient attention.On the whole the report asserted 

the importance of intellectuals and also an amount of freedom 

for development of science, education and culture. 

3 Hua Guofeng's Report on Work of Government, "Unite and 
Strive to Build a Modern, Powerful Socialist Country", 
Be:Jaj,H!g Rey1e"f:, 10 March 1978, P• 27. 
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Ilua' s statements are well recorded in the form of 
4 

Articles 12, 13, and 14, along with the pronouncements in its 

preamble of the New Constitution which referred to the need for 

a revolutionary united front including intellectuals,. Article 45 

enunciated the four freedoms& "Citizens enjoy freedom of speech, 

correspondence, the press, assembly, association, procession, 

demonstration, and the freedom to strike, and have the right 

to "speak out freelr, air their views fully, hold great debates 

and write big-character postersft. 

The New Cor~titution is very significant for the fact 

that it had n1arked a shift from the radi.cal slogan of class 

struggle during the Cultural Revolution to a balanceo stress 

on revolution and construction, but construction had gained 

4 Article 121 The State devotes major efforts to developing 
science expands scientific research, promotes technical 
innovation and technical revolution and adopts advanced 
techniqUes wherever possible in all departments of the 
national economy. ·In scientific and technological work we 
must follow the practice of combining professional contL~· 
gents with the masses, and combining learning from others 
with our own creative efforts. 

Article 131 The State devotes efforts to developing 
education in order to raise the cultural and scientific levels 
of the whole nation. Education must serve proletarian 
politics and be combined with productive labour and must 
enable everyone who receives an education to develop morallY, 
intellectually and phys1cali¥,and become a worker with both 
socialist consciousness and culture. 

Article'l4s The State upholds Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse Tung 
Thought in all spheres of ideology and culture. All cultural 
understanding must serve the workers, peasants, soldiers and 
socialism. . 

The state applies the policy of "Letting a hundred 
flowers blossom and a hUndred school of thought contend" 
so as to promote the development of arts and sciences and 
bring about a flourishing socialist culture. 

State Cqpstitutign of l97S (Beijing, 1928). 
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more prominence due to the determination to make China a great 

and powerful socialist com1try with modern agriculture, industry, 

national defence, science and technology by the end of the 

century. n11s political stand gradually gave way to 'four 

· · modernisations' at the 3rd plenum of 11th PCC. 

Given this ba~kground, a number of eonfarences and 

discussions followed. At the historic Natitlnal Sc1~ence 

Conference held in March 1978, Hua Guofene and Deng Xiaoping 

gave a new direction to the post-Cultural Revolutionary China. 

While Hua 1n line with Mao's thinking of late 1950s, emphasised 
5 

. politics as the commander1 the soul. of e-verything, he ~1ent 

furthez• to stress 'the need to spread scientific and cultural 
' 6 

knowledge to r&ise the level of the entire n~tion'. But Deng 
7 

Xiaoping, remaining sUent on the issue of Cultural Revolution 

unlike Hua who praised it, emphas 1sed the need for a large 

number of scientists nnd experts in engineering and technology 

who are first rate by world standards. 
a 

Deng Xiapping 1 s speech at this Conference opened up a 

5 Roger Garside, Coming Alive 1 China_Atter .. 11!\i ( 1981), p. 193. 

6 "Raise the Scientific and Cultural Letrel of the entire 
Chinese Nation", speech by Hua at National Science Conference. 
ne referred to intellectuals as 'revolutionary intellectuals•, 
Bei;l!PS Reyiew, 31 J.tarch 1978, P• 6. 

7 Deng Xiaop1ng 1 s speech at Opening Ceremony of National 
Science Conference, Be131ng Rey1ew, 24 March 1978, PP• 9•18. 

8 Merle Goldman, c (Cambridge, 198~l~.~.~~e~~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
intellectuals in China stnce founding of People's Republic 
&nd their patrons in the political circles. An important 
chapter dealing with scientists and Deng Xiaoptng highlights 
the new and moderate attitude of the Party towards 
, _____ ..; • ..., -..::~-..... - ... e ao ~ 
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new ideological and theoretical explanation in contrast to the 

Cultural Revolution. He restored Zhou Enlai•s assessment on 

intellectuals in 1956 and considered science as part of the 

productive force~ without any class bias in the socialist state. 

Admitting that there was a big gap between Chinese science and 

technology and that of the advanced world, he maintained "we 

must actively develop international academic exchanges and step 

up our friendly contacts with scientific circles of the other 
9 

countries•. Along with granting of at least 5/6 of work time 

a week, De~g Xiaop1ng insisted that "a system of individual 

responsibility for technical work be established 1n scientific 

research institutes and that the system of division of responsi

bility among institutions directed under the leadership of Party 
'10 

·committees be set up"• The whole speech touched -upon. three 

important questionst science and technology as being a part of 

productive forces, the building of a vast contingent of 

scientific and technical personnel who are both Red and. Expert, 

and the adoption of the system of division of responsibility 

with airections of research institutes taking charge under the 

leadership of Party Committees. 

9 Deng X1aop1ng' s speech at Opening Ceremony of National 
Science Conference, n. 7. 

10 Ibid• 
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11 ' 
Fang Y1, · the Vice"Premier of the State Council at that 

time prepared a broad •outline of National Plan of the Direction 

of Science and Technology, its policies and measures ( 1978-85) •, 

Which contained. important suggestions for structural changes for 

expansion and doyelopment of Science and Technology, accompanied 

by a degree of institutional autonomy or freedom to raise the 

level of professional ~kills• 
12 

The National Conference on Education in April 1978 was 

an extension of the logic behind the National Science Conference• 

The respect for knowledge and learning was common to these two 
. ' 13 

conferences• Deng Xiacping achieved immense success for two 

11 Fang Yi). ·"Outline of National Plan for the Development of 
Science· and Technology (1978-85)"1 Beijing Revtex, 7 AprU 
1978, P• s. -. The goals w~re to ( aJ approach or reach the 
advanced world levels or 1970s in a number or important 
branches of science and technology, (b) increase the number 
or profess1_onals and scientific researches to aoo,ooo, 
(c) build upto date centres for scientific researcn, 

12 

l3 

(d) complete national work system of scientific and technical 
work• The policies and measures includedt (1) consolidate 
the scientific research institutes and build up a science 
and technical research system, (2) open broad avenues to/:> 
able people and recruit thent, (3) institute regulation of 
training! assessing, posting and rewarding S & T personnel, 
(4) upho ding the policy of letting a hundred schools of 
thought contend, (5) learn advanced S & T from other 
countries and increase international academic exchanges, 
(6) ensure .adequate work hours for scientific workers, 
(7) Modernise laboratories, Inspection and Library, 
(8) make efforts to popularise science, (9) management 
with appropriate division or labour• 
Fang Y1 was named President of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
Cited 1n Garside, n. s, P• 411. 

Deng Xiaoptng•s ~pcecb at National Educational Work 
Conference, Chinest EducatiOIJ, Spring-Summer 1979, pp. 4-14~ 

' 
William A•- Josepht Tbe Critique gf Ultra-Leftism 1n China 
(1958•1981) (Stanrord University Press, 1984), p. 192• 
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reasons. First, he refuted the •two estimates• theory propounded 

by the Gang of Foux·. He said that neither the leadership over 

education in the first 17 years of fou.Tlding of People's Republic 

was bourgeois, nor the lntellectuals bourgeois as they were 

nurtured under the dictatorship of proletariat. He went further 

on the same point to stress that both mental and physical labourers 
14 

al"e · Y~orkers. Secondly , Deng laid a broad policy framework for 

the futures "He must improve the quality of education and raise 

the level of teaching in the sciences and culture so as to serve 

proletarian politics better, (b) great efforts must be made in 

the schools to strengthen revolutionary order w1d discipline, 

to bring up a new generation with socialist consciousness as this · 
0 

will help to realise the goals of socialist modernisation, 

(c) education must keep pace ~1th the requirements or the 

national economic development, (d) finally there is a need to 

respect the work of teachers and raise their levels and 
16 

qualifications." 

While these ideas ga~e a new look to the future policies, 

thay co,ud not be realised in practice at this stage as numerous 

institutional and psychological barriers existed, a legacy of 

Cultural Revolution. But the existence of a number of debates 

iS an important de~elopment. 

Few more events preceded and built a strong ground for 

3rd plenum of 11th PCC. A major theoretical contribution 

14 Luo Fuo, China's Intellectuals - part of working class, ¥n£J.fitt Rax1Jn!, 31 l·1arch 1980J Ru Ping, On the question of 
n e lectuals, El§ijiM Review, 19 February 1981. 

15 Deng X1aop1ng' s speech at National Educational Work 
Conference, n. 12~ 
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16 
appeared in a Chinese daily in the form of two articles 

entitledt "Practice is the only criterion for verifying truth", 

dated 11 May 1978 and the other "One of the fundamental principles 

ot Marxism" dated 24 July 1978. Deng Xiaop1ng also referred to this 

new line 1n his speech at an All-Army Conference and Political 

Work on 27 April 1978. Again while Chinese Federation of 
17 

Literature and Art celebrated the 30th Anniversar,y of Yenan•s 

Forum on 25 Ma,, the Pe~~ Reyiex republished Mao's article 
18 

entitled "Talk at the enlarged working conference conve.ned. 

by central committee of CCP or 30 Januar.y 1962"• This talk of 

Mao stressed the status and role of intellectuals in relation to 

workers and peasants. It called upon the working class to unite 

with intellectuals (such as scientists, engineers, technicians, 

professors, teachers, workers, artists, actors,. medical workers 

and journalists) as they did not constitute a separate class 

but were patriotic and loyal to Party and Socialism. A number 

of rehabilitation of victims included a reversal of verdict on 
19 

Peng De·hua , preservation of cultural relics like Confuciue's 

birth place. The media carried the news regarding reopening of 

a large number of universities, examinations and admissions on 

the basis of merit. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

8"Er~nt.na:ti' 11M~ 1978 and 24 July 1978 cited in 
h ____ t~--' December 1978 issue. 

Be13tpg Review, 9 June 197S; p. 8• 

Beijing Review, 7 July 1978, P• 6. 

Memorial Meeting of Conrade Peng De-hua, 
Be13ing Rerlew, 29 December 1978, P• 3-;. 
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Three more notable instances werea Hua's call for 

emancipation of minds and devising of means to speed up China's 

modernisation drive on the eve or 29th anniversary of People's 

Republic; an important article entitled "Observe economic laWS 
20 

and speed up the Four l-iodernisation" which vas a speech by 

Hu Q1~~,Pres1dent or Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, at 

State CouncU meeting in July 1978, emphasised law, order and 

democracy; the historic Democracy Wall opened 1n November 1978 

which allowed public to express their views freely on the wall 
21 

poster (at unofficial l.evel}. These signified the emergence 

of Deng X1aop1ng' s rise to power• 

These events culminated 1n the historic 3rd plenum of 
22 

t~ 11th Party Central Committee of CCP in December 1978 at 

which the "strategic decision to shift the focus of work to 

socialist modernisation" was taken thus discarding the previous 

slogan "take class struggle as the key link" • Even though the 

plenum made no efforts to give a. verdict on Cultural Revolution, 

Mao and Hua G~ofeng•s leadership, the Central Committee decided 

to cancel the erroneous documents issued by the Central Committee 

during Cultural Revolution, and made socialist modernisation as 

the immediate task. In accordance with the ·ideological line 

"Practice 1s the sole criterion of truth", the place or science 

20 Be13Jng Review, 27 October 1978, P• 7. See also n. s-. 
21 Detailed description of Democracy Wall may be found 1n 

Fox Butterfield, China Altve ip the Bitter Sea 
(Hodder & Staurgton, 1982 , PP• 40G-18 and also see n. s. 

22 Corrmunique of the plenum, l}ei;Jing Reyiey, 29 December 
1978, pp. 6-16 ... 
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and education was restored in these words: "While we have 

achieved political stabUity and unity and are restoring and 
' 

adhering to the economic policies, that proved effective over 

a long time, we are now, 1n the light of the new historical 

conditions and practical experience, adopting a nurnber or major 

new economic measures, conscientiously transforming the system 
23 

and method. of economic management, actively expanding economic 

cooperation .on terms of equality and mutual benefit with other 

countries on the basis of self-reliance, striving to adopt the 

world1·s. advanced technologies and equipment and greatly 

strengthening scientific and educational work to meet the needs 
24 

or modernisation." 

This new ideological and political line propounded by 

Deng Xiaoptng at the 3rd plenum marked a departure from Hua•s 

slogan •act according to the principles laid down'. Since 

December 1978 till August 1982, Deng, with this ideological 

victory, went ahead to achieve political and organisational 

consolidation. It started·off with L1u Shaoqtts; rehabilitation 

along with 219001000 people by 19791 election or Hu Yaobang 

and Zhao Ziyang to Standing Comm1ttee of CC at the 5th plenum 
25 

of 11th PCC in January 1980, followed by succession of Hua 

by Zhao Z1yang as Prime Minister at 3rd session of 5th National 

23 Contract system was announced for economic reconstruction, 
Be111ng Renew, 10 Noverr.ber 1978. . 

24 See Communique or the Plenum,. n •. 22~ 

25 Be131ng Review, 10 March 19BO, p •. 3~ 
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26 
Peoples Congress, accompanied by scrapping of the 10 year 

economic plan of March 1973. A major breakthrough was achieved 

at the 6th plenum of 11th CCPC when the Resolution of Party 
27 

History was presented in which the Cultural Revolution, 
ists• · 

Mao and the 'two wbatevet0 were criticised. At the same plenum 

Hua resigned from all posts giving way for Hu Yaobang to become 

General Secretary (as chairmanship was abolished). A total 

political victory was achieved for Deng 1 s programme with the 

commencement of 12th Party Congress at the 6th National Peoples 

Congress in late 1982. 

This change in ideological and political tone resulted in 
'28 

the fourth readjustment policy towards intellectuals. While 

Hua revived Mao's policy to unite, educate and remould the 

intellectuals, Deng X!aopL"lg since March 1978 (more so December 
29 

1978) asserted the policy to treat the intellectuals without 

discrimination, employ them to give them a free play in their 

work, and improve their living a.Dd working conditions, and gave 
30 a strong accent on freedom and professionalism;. Deng Xiaoping 

emphasised not on Party's task of educating and remoulding 

intellectuals, but on self-education and self-remoulding of 

intellectuals. This new policy or the fourth readjustment 

26 Bei:1.1ng Revtev, 8 September 1980, P• 3'; 

27 Mao made gross mistakes, but they are secondary • 
Beiling !Jeviel4 6 July 1981, pp. ~0-39. 

28 Cheng Yott-xin and Li Ku-jin, n. 1. 

~ See Deng Xiaoping' s speech at Opening Ceremony of National 
Science Conference, n. 7 and at National Educational Work 
Conference, n. 12. 

30 Peipingts policy towards intellectuals, Issues anQ 
Studies, August 19821 PP• 1•4. 
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policy, though not institutionalised at this stage (it was done 

by insertion of Article 23 in ... tate Constitution in September 

1982) defined in specific terms the status and·role of the 

intellectuals in the socialist China. The affirmation of 

intellectuals as a part of working class resulted in the 

change in status in a positive way. The assertion of importance 

of intellectuals in four modernisation implied their strategic 

role in realising it. By declaring science and technology as 

the key to all round progress, the intellectuals became 
. 

indispensable to society in contrast to being targets during 

Cultural Revolution. 

In this period, to heal the wounds of intellectuals caused 
' 31 

by the Cultural Re~olution, a number of measures were initiated 

to develop institutions of science, education and culture, along 
32 

with the raising of political and social status of intellectuals. 

Correcting past errors, redressing cases of fr~eups, false 
33 

charges and rehabilitation and reassignment of suitable work 

received top priority in late 1970s and early 19SOs. To raise 

the standards of scientific, educational and cultural levels, a 

number or intellectuals both Party and non-Party members, were 

31 

32 

33 

Sylvia Chen, "The Blooming of Hundred Flowers and~tbe 
Fate of 'Wounded Generation'", in Bill Brugger, ed. 
China Since Gang of F~U£ (1980), PP•"l74-201. Woun~ed 
generation refers tohe generation of intellectuals who 
were deprived of minimum working and living conditions. 

Role of China's Intellectuals, Be~jing Reviey, 
31 March 1980, pp. 19-28. 

Economist Ma Yin Chu rehabilitated, Beij~ Hevie~, 
3 AUgust 19?9, Pt a. Also Mao Tum, Kuo o u, 'i'sao 
Ch1ng•hua1 Feng Teng rehabilitated with other 20 million 
people. cited in Jurgen Domes, gbinese Politics After Mao 
(1979), pp. 207-23.-
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34 
promoted to leading posts. Thirdly, attempts were made to 

35 
admit intellectuals into the Party. Fourthly, reassigning 

of work to scientists and technicians in accordance with their 

ability received an adequate attention though not fully satis-
36 37 

factory• Fifthly, the system of conferring titles, degrees, 

was restored and perfected. Sixthly, outstanding intellectuals 
38 

were cited and honoured. Finally the improvement of mental 

work by taking care of the intellectuals• working and livtng 
39 

conditions was begun. 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

Technicians became leading cadres. In Shanghai oil 
refinery, out of 11 leading eadres, 7 were engineers and 2 
technicians. Beijing Rev1e1, 21 December 19791 p. 4. In 
Shanghai 1000 scientists were promoted to leading posts, 
see Bei;ling Review, 31 March 1980, pp. 19·28J scientists were 
made advisers B~f;ling Review, 5 December 1980, P• 5 .. t'-ro 
engineers to lea ~ng posts, ~e;f,Jir.g Review, 17 May 1982, p. s. 

More scientists and technicians join Party. Physc1sts 
Cheng Wen Yu and Mathematician Cheng Kuan-ha1 joined the 
Party! Beijing Revi~, 28 July 1978, pp., 21-22; Hua Luo Gu, 
Yan J u, Zhao Yanxui, also join, Be;f.,ting Reyt,~, 31 t-tarch 
1980, PP"• 19-28. 

About 160,000 were reassigned new jobs. See Be11fng Reyiex, 
31 March 1980! pp. 19·28. The number of intellectuals in 
1982 was 25 m !lion with 6 million S & f personnel. 

Bet3~ Reyiew, 31 March 1980, pp. 19-281 Regulati.on of 
Academ c DegrPes from 1 January 1981, Be_jing ~evi~~t 
5 January 1981, PP• 8·9• 

By awarding 47 intellectuals out of 160, they were made 
National Models, R.ft~ Review, a 1 J.farch 1980, PP• J.9-28J 
Intellectuals Become o eiWor~ers B~t!gfteview, 
23 August 1982, P• G. In Jiangz1 S3 ~lectuals were 
awarded. 

The principle •each according to his ability and each 
according to his work* was aryplied to allow scientists 
receive more remuneration with spare time work. 
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Among the three fronts, science received greater 

importance than education and culture. As early as September 1978 

about 20 institutes related to scientific research were reopened 

and 44 new institutes set up under the guidance of Chinese 

Academy of Sciences. Many important scientists were put into 
40 

leading pos.ts ( even non-Party members), and gave importance 
41 

to young and middle-aged intellectuals. The number of 
. 42 

scientists, engineers and technicians increased but it was 

still insufficient for economic modernisation. The exchanges 
4.3 

between the Chinese scientists and foreign institutes and 

scientists increased leading to progress in academic research. 

40 

41 

Greater role for scientists in policymaking, Beijing Revie~, 
29 December 1980, p. 41 Division of work be~ween Party and 
Government (stressed at 3rd session of 5th NPC) Be1.11n& 
~, 12 January 1981, P• 5; scientists exercise leader
~ver scientific research, Lu Jiaxi replaced Fang Yi 
as President of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Be1.1~ Review, 
1 June 1981 p. 9; First democratic elections In:i'liese 
Academy of ~ciences, Beiring Review, 15 June 1981! p, 9J 
Call for intellectuals o 8 other democratic part es, 
Beij&ng Review, 21 Aprll 1982, p. 7. 

At the 30th Anniversary of Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
middle-aged scientists were declared backbone or 
Modernisation. Beijto' Review, 16 November 1979, p. 3J 
Selecting Middle Aged oung Cadres, Be131pg Review, · 
14 December 1979, p. s. 
Science and scientists :revitalised! Bftkj~g Review, 
24 March 1978, P• 271 5~ 71.4,000 sc entis s according 
to, Be*jing ReviQK, 7 May 1982, p. 15. 

90 symposiums conducted by foreign professors in China, 
Beijing Reviex, 10 November 1978, p. 29. There were 
1,300 foreign students from 77 countries in China, 
Be~jigg feview, 17 March 1980, P• 9. 223,273 students 
were sen abroad to learn foreign languages, Beijing 
Revie¥, 21 December 1979, p. 4. 
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A number of research items , discoveries and inventions were 

highly publiciSed. The scientific management t!las given 

oufficient attention to create a congenial condition, The 

efficiency, expertise and specialisation were given all 
45 

attention. The scientists achieved laurels in the field of 
46 47 

research and won world praiSe. The science was popularised 

to raise the number and quality of work, Still a large number 

of scientists were not in suitable jobs according to their 

capability, while others were waiting for jobs, This was a 

task more difficult' as reforms at various levels ·- namely 

economic, administrative and legal were in progress but not 
48 

complete. There was, still a lot of resistance from 

44 

45 

46 

47 

4B 

CAS carried out 400 research items, out of them 291 in 
Shanghai, Beijing Review, 3 October 1980::PP• 29-30; 
A breakthrough in synthesising RNA, Be+j~g Revie~, 
21 January 1980, P• 27• 

Hu Yaobang at Second National Congress on Chinese S & T 
Association, Beij~f Reiiew, 4 AprU 1980, P• 13; Young 
cadres with profess onal knowledge, Be~~ Rev1e~, 
14 July 1980 p. 3 t New graduates of § , basic research 
expanded, Bel3tpg Review, 27 April 1981, P• Gt Stress on 
production labour minimised, Bei11ng Reyiew, 7 January 
1980, PP• 20·22• 

Young Mathematician Hou Chen-ling Wen Won Davidson 
Memorial Prize, Be1:11tlg Reyiew, 18 May 1981, pp. 18·19. 

5;296,000 were natural scientists, 107 inventions and 
6'/5 were higher intellectuals, Bii;ti:rJH_ Revieji, 18 May 
1981lnPPir 18·19; Popularising sc enc. e in China, 
Bei:t __ g Rey1~, 1 March 1982, p. 20. 

Veteran cadres retire, Beijing Revie~, 15 February 1981, 
P• 5; Abolition of life tenure Beij~g.Rev~~~' 1 March 
1982, p. 3J reform of cadre selection! Be1t1ng Review, 
16 February 1983, pp. 13-161 New Crirn nal aw and Law 
of Criminal Proceedings, Be1:11ng Reyie~, 12 August 1979, 
p. 11; Arrangements of 1979 New Economic Plan, Be!jtpg 
Rey1ei' 20 June 1979, p. 7; Separation of government 
admin stration from commune management, Be1:11ng Review, 
29 March 1982, p. 3';. 



individuals in the Party and State administration to implement 
49 

party's policy towards intellectuals. 
50 51 

On the educational front , the investment as in 

science, began to increase, and as a result a large number of 
were 

universities and colleges/opened under the leadership or 
52 53 

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. The number or students 
54 

increased at various levels, primary, secondary and universities. 

With tbe introduction of degree system, a large number or 
55 

graduates and post graduates became employed. The students 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

Hsuan Mo, Peking's policy towards intellectual.~ 
who is hindering its implementation. Issyes ~ 
Studies, August 1984, pp, 10-12. 

Pepper Suzanne "China Education After Mao - Two Steps 
Forward1 Two s{eps Back and Begin Again", C~ina QiarterlJ 
(LondonJ, March 1980; pp. 1-65. Also Educa iont ew 
Dimensions, ghini ReconStrQcts, November 1984. 

The investment in science, education and culture increased 
to 14.83 billion yuan in 1981 by 1.62 billion yuan or 
previous year. 

Universities were divided into comprehensive universities, 
science and engineering universities, specialised 
institutes. There were 94 key universities out of a total 
of 715 universities 1n 1982. 

The number or primar,y school students were 1399720 
thousands in 1982, Beil&ng Revie~t 3 October 1983t PP• 26-27J 
Even though the numSer increased at higher education level, 
only 1.1 per cent or 20-24 age group were enrolled 1n this 
terti~ group. Micheal Yabuda, Mti and Pg.cific Review 
( 1985), Wgr1d Ot Inrg:r:m§.tio.n (Essex • 

Broaded c. Montgomery, "Higher Education Policy Changes 
and Stratification in China - Research Note", Chint. 
g.y.arterl!, March 1983, pp. 125-37. 

Cadres to be selected among college graduates, Beij~g 
B,evielh 11 August 1980.! p. 7. Number of post graduaes 
were 22,600 students Beijing Reviex, 5 January 1981, 
pp .• 8·9; 220,000 waiting for jobs, 510,000 given work in 
1979 and 1990, Beijing R~ziew, 12 Januart 1981, p. 5~ 
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going abroad and coming from abroad to China swelled up year 
56 

by yea~. The significant development was a balanced progress 

of sciences and arts. The subjects like sociology, philosophy, 

law and history which were neglected during the Cultural 
57 

Revolution were reVived and accorded sufficient attention. 

The number of teachers and teacher training institutes rose. 
. 58 

A number of academic magazines and journals were published• 

The administration of many educational institutions returned 
59 

into the hands of professionals with high academic standards. 
60 

The status of teachers was raised with students, cadres and 

people respeeting their work and talent. Since middle of 1978 

some 61,300 teachers (l/3 of total) in institutions of higher 

learning were given new titles. The number, according to 

official figures 1n 19801 of intellectuals was 25 million, 

90 per cent of whom were graduates from institutions of higher 

learning or techn1~al Schools and post-graduates, of them 

6 million were scientific and technical workers, and 90 per cent 

56 In 1979 at Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 300 scholars 
came from 12 countries, Be'j~g Review, 25 August 1980, . 
P.• 29; 51.100 students sent a road to 45 countries in 1979, 
Be;t..iitts...,HevitU'; 15 December 1980, p. 7 • 

57 Even science students were given classes in histor,y and 
socialist ethics. Fe1 Xiaotong and his discipline were 
rehabilitated (sociology), Beijing Review, 7 January 
1980, PP:.. 20·22~ 

58 Scientific journals on medicine, science and technology 
and social sciences came into focus, Beijtpg Revie~, 
6 September 1982, p. 7. · 

59 A number of colleges were headed by middle-aged personnel 
in Fujan province college there were 70 middle-aged 
intellectuals1 also in Beijing university, Be13tpg Rev&ew, 
16 August 1982, pp. 4-6. 

60 P~ for school teachers of 12 million increase from 
42 to 120 yuan, Beijing Reyie~, 14 December 1981, p. 7. 
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There appeared an intense activity in the sphere of 
62 

literature and art. It started off with debates on relation 

between literature, art and politics along with rehabilitation 

of veterans like Zhou Yang, Mao Dun, J?ing Ling, Bai Hua etc. 

-Zhou Yang's speech on literature and art was as important as 
63 

Hu Qiaonni'Sl speech on economic construction. He dealt with 

literature and politics,. on life of people, and new advances. 

Deng Xiaopingsspeech at 4th National Congress of Writers in 
64 

November 1979 is considered a charter of rights as he spelt 

out clearly the need for freedom for creation. It was convened 

after 19 years and attended by 3,200 p,ersonalities. Later, 

Zhou Yang, as chairman of National Committee of China's 

Federation of Literary and Art Workers, stressed that 'although 

the slogan or subordinating art and literature is not used, 

this does not mean that art and literature can be separated 
from politics. In spite of pronouncements of freedom, 65 the 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

Be111ng ley;tew, 31 March 1980, pp. 19-28. 

Yu Shiao-ltng "Voice of Protest - Political Poetry in 
the Post-Mao kra•, Ch£na gulrter~, June 1985t "Wounded 
Literature in the Pos Mao ra a .ne Return of Critical 
Realism", Bglletin gt Cgncerned Asian ScbQJ.~t§., Jtme
September 1984. 

See Garside, n. s, p. 319. 

Blooming Flowers and Poisonous Weeds, Far Eastern 
Economic Rev1ex, 26 December 1985, PP• 3G·49. 

Merle Gol.dman "Human Rights in People'.s Republic of · 
China", Dnedifius, Fall 1983 . pp. 111•38. The author has 
dealt in detail regarding the freedom of writers and artists. 
According to her Hundred Flowers in 1956 and Democracy Wall 
in 1978-79 were the only two periods or relaxation, which 
was resorted to for political reasons! to consolidate power. 
The freedom of intellectuals is very i~ited~ 
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66 
Party clamped the Democrac.y Wall after arresting Wei Jinsheng 

wbo demanded the Fifth Modernisation of democracy, and thus 

scrapped the four freedoms, It is believed that intellectuals 
67 

kept away from participating in the 1978-79 relaxation period. 

That the intellectuals did not take part in campaigns signified 

their careful understanding of past experience. The critic:l.sm 
68 . 

of Bai Hua•s Bitter Love demarcated the limits of literary 

and artistic work. It is yet believed that while Party defined 

policy of economic construction, did not take efforts to frame a 
69 

policy towards culture. But on the whole within certain 

parameters, the two hundred flowers policy is claimed to be 
70 

applied by the Party for ensuring creativity, criticism and 

self-criticism, A number of writers produced their works 

revolving around the theme of the Cultural Revolution. The 

sUffering of t~ intellectuals as well as the other sections 

of the society during the Cultural Revolution were clearly 

portrayed and this was the Wounded Literature. 

66 

6? 

69 

70 

Merle Goldman, China's Int~~eclu34s. Fox Butterfield 
and Roger Garside deait vi: th s issue in clear 
details, Bear1ing ,Review, 26 October 1979, p. 6~ 

The tradition of dissent seems to have been 
extinguished. Butterfield, n. 21 , pp. 406-34. 

DaJ;ee, •· ; Bitter Love Criticised, 
Beijing Review, 25 Ma1 1981, p. 3. 

Garside, n. s. 
Opposing Right or Left Deviations, Beij&D! Review, 
26 October 1981, P• 3. Hu Q1amu on bourgeois 
liberalisation, Be1:t1ng.~ev1e~, 2 July 1982, p •. 20. 
Ba Jin was elected new chairman of Chinese Writers 
Association, Bei:ting Review, 11 January 19821 p. 28. 
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This period (1978-82) created a new attitude and a policy 

of 4th readjustment towards intellectuals. It succeeded 1n 

removing ideological constraints and restored the status and 

role of intellectuals in theory. At the same time the Party 

conducted a nunmer of conferences, informal debates and 

discussions to enhance the recognition of this new policy. 

This policy was: to treat intellectuals without discrimination, 

to give them a free play in their work, and to improve their 

living and working conditions. It has taken quite a few 

important steps to put into practice. WhUe broadening the 

scope of work in science, education and culture, great amount 

' of resistance continued at various levels. Some efforts were 

made to formulate policies in educating the Party and govern

mental cadres in scientific and technical knowhow and also 1n 

overcoming Leftist tendencies. Even though the Party's policy 

was not institutionalised, this period marked both enunciation 

of the policy of 4th readjustment and its partial implementation 

towards intellectuals. only an important event like 12th Party 

Congress could have given · further impetus to this policy~ 
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Chapter IV 

TOWARDS FUETHER D.WtmENTATION OF 
THE. POLICY ( 19a2-85) 

The Party• s policy towards intellectuals took a fresh 

turn in its emphasis at the 12th National Party Congress, which 

want a step ahead in ideological and political consolidation. 

Two events that followed were: The New State Constitution of 

1982 and the celebration of centenary of Marx's death in March 

1983. These developments trere followed by an 'anti-spiritual 

polluf;1on' campaign which pav·ed the way for a significant - ~){ 
( ~~ ,/ 

rectification of Party and government style of work in exposing 

and rectifying discrimination against the intellectuals. The 

importance of this pha.se is that the intellectuals, who were 
1 

considered a lost class, witnessed the fourth readjustment 

policy being institutionalised. 

The change in political leadership's outlook '-iS' just not 

adequate for the policy implementation. An in;stitutional 

machinery and loyal administrators are essential. A number of 

reports indicated that the Party ~ld governmental cadres offered 
2 . 

stiff resistance to the implementation of party policy towards 

intellectuals which called for non~d1scrim1nation, employing 

them and giving them free play in their work for realising four 

modernisation, and improving their living and working conditions. 

1 

2 

Intellectuals in China~ a lost class, Far Eastern E~onomic 
Review._ 9 February 1984, pp. 32-42. 

~:m~r:t,.21: .tlorJ,d Broidcasts ( SWB) Part III FE/7383/7628. 
so~tinn~White 7ft, dhinals intellectuals and Party Policy, 

in two parts, Issues gnd Studie~ (Hong Kong), October 1984, 
pp. 11-30 and November 1984, pp. 12-32. 
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The leadership realised that the changes at the social and 

economic level could be brought about b.Y reforming the 

political organisation and its f~nctioning. The 12th Party 

Congress and the 6th National Peoplets Congress were thus 

entrusted with this task or rectification. 

The 12th Party Congress convened in September 1992 

reiterating the line, principles and policies formulated 

since the Th1rd Plenary session of the Eleventh Party Central 

Committee (which rejected the l1no of 11th Pal~t.y Congress) 

added: "It is essential to adopt a series of important measures, 
' and particularly to rast:;.~cture the adm1nist:rat.icn and the 

economic system and to make the ranks of our cadres tncre 

revolutionary, younger in a·terage age, better educated a.'ld 

more professionally coMpetent, to build a socialist. spirj.tual 

civilisation in the course of ~uilding a socialist material 

civilisation a..'ld develop socialist democ:rat!Y and the aoc1al1St 

legal system is to strike at all types of serious criminal 

. a~tivities in the economic and other snheres; and to rectify 
3 

the Party style and consolidate Party organisation." 
4 

Hu Yaobang, the General Secretary of the Party, at the 

address to 12th Party Congress, a3sossed the relations betYe~n 

the Party and the intellectuals as having improved enormously. 

He commented that the unity among the three main social forces~ 

namely, workers, peasants and intellectuals were fairly good. 

3 The 12th Party Congress, Bei:ltng Reyiew, 13 September 
1982, p. 11. 

4 Hu Yaobang' s report at the 12th Party Congress, 
Be~jing Rev1eJt, 13 September 1982. 
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He deplored the party's \:rong policy towards intellectuals in 

the pastt "Owing to the influence of 'Lert• ideas and the small 

producer mentality, erroneous views such as underestimation of 

education, science and culture, and discrimination against 
5 

intellectuals were rife in our Party over a fairly long time." 

Affirrri.ng the four cardinal principles, Hua declareds 

In order to create a new situation in all fields 
of socialist modernisation, ''e must lay special 
stress on the role of intellectuals improve 
their work of ideological and political education 
among them to suit their speciul characteristics, 
and actively recruit into the Party intl!)llectuals 
who are qualified for membership. 6 

7 
The New State Constitution of 1982 strengthened the 

formulations of the 12th Party Congress. In its preamble it 
8 

stated that "four modernisation is the basic task of the Party"• 

And for the first time in the history of Communist China, the 

policy towards intellectuals was institutionalised in the State 

Constitution in the Article 23 which states: "It is the duty of 

the government to train specialised personnel who serve 

socialism in all fields, and increase the number of intellectuals, 

and that it must create conditions to give full scope to their 
9 

role in socialist modernisation." This important Article has 

-- defined in clear terms the status and the role of China's 

intellectuals today. On the whole there has been a marked 

5 Ibid. 

6 Ibid. 

7 State Cons~ttution of 1982 {Beij :tng) • 

8 Ibid. 

9 Ibid"• 
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departure from the line of 9tll, lOth and even 11th Party Congress 

and moved towards the line of 1956 when Deng Xiaoptng declared 
10 

that nthe line of Eight Congress was correct~. 

In March 1983, Hu Yaobang speaking at the celebration of 
/ ll 

Marx•s death centenary, praised Chou Bnlai' s assessment of 

intellectuals in 1956, pleaded for a strong party alliance 

with the intellectuals. He directed the nation to develop the 
12 

intellectual resources. In order to accomplish this major 

task a number of changes were brought about. The commune system 

was dismantled and replaced by townships with administrative 
13 

functions. A humber of efforts were made to brirg about 
14 

reforms in the economic str~cture .and management. The 

rect:f.fication included training in specialised branches for 
15 

director.s and managers. 

About this time a number of reports carried the news that 

the correct Party•s pol!~ towards intellectuals was not 

10 Deng Xiaoping Report at 12th Party Congress. 

11 Hu Yaobang' s speech at celebrating Karl 1-farx death 
centenary, Beijing Rev!~, 29 March 1983, pp, I-XV. 
It asked for application 9f Marxism to Chinese conditions. 

12 Developing intellectual resources, China Reconsttucta, 
November 1983.t 

13 People's communes no longer governs. By 1984 90,000 
townships were set up• ~eijing Retlew, 7 January 1985, 
.P• 7. 

14 Zhao Ziyang, The current economic situation and reform 
of economic structure (at 3rd session of 6th rwc), 
Beijing,Ret1~~' 22 April 1985. 

15 Pat-ty and government cadres to receive 
Dg•1ing Re~iew, 25 October 1984, p. 51 
5000 Managers and Directors, Beijing 
1983·, P• 5, 

training, 
Examination for - . 
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16 
implemented. The discrimination against intellectuals was 

rampant 111 educational., economic and other administrative 
17 

branches. This anti-intellectualism was the result of 
18 

pernicious leftist tende·nc1es pervading at various levels. 
19 

The investigations on intellectuals• status and role revealed, 

(besides incidents of discrimination and physical violence 

against intellectuals, poor living cond1t1ous of the middle-aged 

intellectuals) lo\1 wages, poor health and inadequate world.ng 

conditions • 

To overcome the prejudices of the cadres, the rectifi· 
20 

cation campaign began arter the conclusion of anti-spiritual 

pollution campaign·which criticised the values of bourgeois 

liberalisation. Having identified the Right and Lett tendencies, 

16 

17 

lB 

19 

20 

Hu Yaobang 1 s call to implement policy on intellectuals, 
SWB, Part III, 22 February 1985; Central Report on 
overcoming prejudices against intellectuals, SWB, 21 
March 19851 SWB F~7074, 10 July 1982, PP• 14-15. 

Current biaS against 1ntellectuals1 Be':1~g Rel&gw, 
28 February 1983, P• 4 end. SWB FE/7609. . suan Ot 
"Discrimination against knowledge and intellectuals", 
ijsues ani Sty.sJies, July 1983, PP• 29•39; Hsian Mo, 

aCtors n£errer1ng with Teng•s polie,r ~owards 
intellectuals", Issues and Studie~, December 1982, 
pp. -28-38. 

SWB, FB/7551, 27 January 1984, pp. 5-7. 

SWB, FB/70'14/7080. AlSo E.R. Judd "Working class 
intellectuals 1n China", lgyrna1 of Cgntenwgrgrv Asia, 
1984. 

SW§, ~7554;:Dec1s1on ror Party Consolidation at 2nd 
Plenary of CCPCC in October 1983, ~ei~ Rev1e~, 
17 October 1983, pp. I-XI, and ~s1:11I!i evl~, . 
20 January 1986. Guizhou gets new young Pa y chief • 
HU Jinton aged 42, ll,pijing Revie'(, 5 August 1985, 
p. 6. 
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the Party and government took stern measures to rectify the 

party style. Its main criteria for selection was political 
. 21 

honesty and professional competence. The intellectual resource 

mobilization wa.s given top priority. The rectification was 
22 

carried out within the Party and Hu Yaobang condemned those 

who believed it was directed against intellectuals at central, 
I 

provincial and prefectual level. Major successes were achieved 

1n this regard. It involved a thorough ~ducation of the cadres 

regarding the correct Party policy. Some were retained and 
23 

educated, others warned, demoted and also dismissed. Besides 

training of present cadres in professionalism, a number of 

intellectuals were recruited into the leading posts of Party 
24 

and the government. This was also extended to mean the college 
25 

students. Among the intellectuals emphasis has been given to 

21 

22 

23 

25 

SWB, FB/7835, 19 J'anuary 1983, p. 12. 

Sjlll, FR/7597, 9 Karch 1984, pp • 1•3, 

§..li.», P'E/7623. In Anhui province, an engineer was 
d1sinissed, BeJ.;11ng Review, 14 May 1984, pp. 4-5 • 

. 
21 million cadres to receive training S & T, Bet3tn& 
Rev!ew, 2 January 1984, p. 7, 8\-IB, FB/7092/7613. 

In a ease study of Chang Chun survey, it revealed that 1n 
Optima\ Precision Machinery Institute out of 340 applica
tions to jc1n Party 75 intellectuals were admitted. In 
1984, here 77 out ot na leading cadres promoted to leading 
posts were intellectuals ~ld were middle-aged. Among 28 
research scientists! 24 were middle aged and 2 young 
technicians. "Inte lectuals* joy and frustration•, 
~~.t.1w .R~, 21 October 1985, p. 23. 

~(only 1.9 per cent of students 1n Party) FIV7561; 
co ege graduates become ManeJ.gers, Bei;U.ng Rey!!w, 
19 November 1984, p, 9 • 
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26 
young and middle aged intellectuals. The middle-aged 

2V 
intellectuals were, according to party leadership, the most 

affected lot in tems of political status, econom:Lc conditions 

and family and health problems. To meet this major problem 

many of them were inducted into the leading positions in Party 
28 

and other enterprises. 

Many changes have finally occurred at the level of 
29 

Central Committee in the late 1985. A batch of 64 veterans 

retired and gave way to young and professionally competent 

personnel for aehievtng socialist modernisation. Earlier in 

February 1982 while manf were allowed to retire at various 

levels, in December 1984 about 200,000 young cadres were 

inducted at county and above levels. This marked a significant 

development in the process or rectification. 

Steps were taken to institutionalise the process of polic~ 

implementation through'a regular inspectio~. In Januar.r 1984, 

the Organisation, Propaganda, and the United Front Work Depart-
30 

ment or COPCC jointly issued a circular calling on Party 

26 

2? 

29 

30 

Hu Yaobang repeatedly emphasised this point at various 
conferences. . 

Intellectuals were allowed spare time work, SWB.7 FE/7683/ 
7718, Bodes were praised. Bodes were those who treated 
intellectuals well in the administration, Be1j1Qg Reyiex, 
14 May 1984, PP• 4-5. . 

Fe1 X1aotong1"Ch1na's Intellectuals, today and in History", 
China Reconstructs, April 19839 pp. 8·11. 
Beijipg Reyiex, 30 September 1985, pp. 6-7. 

,_ 

~' F~551, ~eijing Review, 14 Ma1 1984, PPe 4•51 
also the CPC c rcUlar on observ policy towards 
intellectuals, IS D Re Ch , 25 January 1984, 
PP• ll-13. This was e second c rcular, the first one 
stressing on inspection appeared in the first half of 1982~ 
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committees at all levels and above county (xian) level to 

investigate and implement policy towards intellectuals. 

Investigations were undertaken and discovered continuing 

prejudices against intellectuals. Disciplinary action was 

taken against those cadres who did not carry out the guide-
31 

lines and had harboured Leftist ideas. 
' 

Besides these administrative reforms, the expansion of 

work in the spheres of science, education and culture continued 

in full swing, the evidence being the increase in quantity and 

quality of production levels. As to science, the slogan 'March 

on Science•· given by Chou Enlai in 1956 was revived. In 1982, 

the number or scientists and technicians was 6,264,000 which was 
. 32 

an increase of 9.6 per cent over 1981. _ Yotmg cadres were 
33 34 

raised to the leading posts. The concept of 'brain trust• 

was popularised to respect knowledge and value science. There 
35 

was expansion of academic exchange where 10,000 Chinese 

scholars were in USA and about 250 American scientists in China 

in 1984. Emphasis was laid on adaptation of science to economic 
36 

development. There were 5,400 research institutes and 214 

31 miD,, FS/7569/7703/7735. 

32 State Statistical Bureau, »e11ing lJev:ie)f , 9 May 1983, 
PP• I-XI. 

33 tp Beijtng a,soo cadres were recruited 1n past three years, 
with average of 40 years: ·and 1!.200 of whom vere university 
graduates. Bf!&43Ag Revie\f;, 3 Jan~ry 1983, p, 7. 

34 Beij W Re&i!){, 30 May 1983, p • 5, 

35 Academic exchanges bring benefit, Be111ng Renelft 
2 January 1984, P• 26, . ·. . 

36 Adapting saience to economy, Bea,11ng Review, 23 January 
19849 P• 41 out or a1soo. scientific research items only 
10 per cent were app ied to production, ~e111ng Reyiew, 
18 March 1985, p. 4. 
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37 
inventions and discoveries made in 1983, At the same time, 

with regard to postings, younger Managers were appointed to 
38 

enterprises. Again a deputy director of Fengsu Coal Mining 
39 

Bureau in Hebe! was appointed Party Secretary at the level 

of Organisational Department of CCP., I.n Shanghai as many 

as 299,000 natural scientists were working in 710 research 
40 

institutes and 108 academic organisations. About 20 science 
41 . 

symposiums were conducted in 1984. Efforts were made to 

revamp Chinese scientific research system by the decision of 

Central Committee of CPO tn relation to S & T Management in 
42 

1985. All these changes added to the theoretical and 

practical levels of work. 

Yet many problems remained, Leaving aside discrimina

tion, ·the intellectuals have not received ~sufficient attention 

tot heir living and working conditions. A Bureau of Chinese 

EXperts suggested by Zhou Enlai was not so far instituted under 

the State Council to look after their problems. They were not 
43 . . 

well paid. But sufficient progress has been achieved 1n 

diversification, specialisation and manpower planning, 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

State Statistical Bureau, Beijing §ev1~, 29 AprLt 1984. 

Young ~1anager for enterprises, Be~j.tng Review.., 17 September 
1984, p •. 8; Young cadres on tne rise, ;§ei:lf,ng Review:, . 
17 September 1984, p. 4. . · 

Be1j1ng Review, 3 December 1984, pp, 10-11. 

llUrUn& .. Review:, 14 January 1985, PP• 19•26. 

Ibid. 

Beijin~ Review, 8 AprU 1985, pp. 19-21. 

SWB, FE/7080. Intellectuals received about 79 yuan in a 
survey in Beijing and was raised to sa yuan but was much 
less than that or manual labourers, Beijing Reyiew~ 
21 October 1985, p. 23. 
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Education received top priority since the 12th Party 
44 45 

Congress. The number of students in 1984 at university 

and college levels was 1,396,000 which meant an increase of 

189,000_over 1983• It also produced 23 1000 post graduates 

and about 57,000 were undertaking the same course in 1983. 

Immense publicity was given to the !line Ph.Ds awarded in 1981, 

with number reaching 29 1n 1983. The first woman scholar Ph.D. 
46 

received popularity. Provisions were made to induct as many 
47 

as l/5th of 1982 college graduates into government. AS many 

as 130 institutions of higher learning, besides Party schools, 
48 -

gave training to the cadres. In 1985, the number of 
- 49 

universities increased to 805 with 1,2671 000 students, 

3,090 seconda~~ technical schools with 19 143,000 students, 

96,500 ordina.t;r middle SChor•lS with 49397,7001 862,000 

primary schools with 135,780,000 students a.ttd 136,-300 key schools 

with 11,4.021500 students. Liberal Arts were made compulsory to 
50 

science students-. The social science research received great 
51 

impetus. 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

Bgijin& Revie~, 25 October 1982, p. 3. 

SSB (1984) ~e1jtn8 Rev;1ew1, 25 J.iarch 1986, -pp. I .... Vtii. 

Student. Xu Gong Qiao (first woman), lW,131JJg,.,Review1, 

2 April 19S4, P• 33. 

~e13~g Revt~!t 13 September 1982, P• s. 
Beij,ng B~vtew, 2 April 1984, P• 24. 

m, FE/7753. SSB facts, "Now Its Brain that Counts" 
{Ori EdUcation Reform), Mia Wee}s1 14 June 1985, pp,.- 46-47. 

~ ... : 

De1jing nsr.riew, 25 October 1982, P• 3. 

Be1~ins ReYle~, 2 December 1985, P• 23• 
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52 
After Zhao Ziyang had spoken on 'Price and Wage Reforms•, 

53 
school teachers pay rose •. It allocated 1 billion yuan more in 

1985 to raise the wages ~r 10 million teachers. But at the same 

time,. according to the survey out of 2.44 million teachers, 

soo,ooo were with inadequate housing facility. The teachers• 

political status rose as in Hubei about 90 teachers were electe.d 
54 

to county's people's Congress and 105 to county CPPCC~- The 

exchange with foreign scholars increased, and large number of 
55 

changes were made in tea,ching method, teachers training courses. 

But still a number of problems related to quality, administration 
56 

remained and a step towards educational reforms was initiated. 
57 

On the literature end Art front, this phase witnessed 

an anti-spiritual pollution campaign directed by Hu Qiaomu 

sa 
53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

Be11 Wg Review, 7 January 1985, p • 15.· 

Beii1ng RevieK, 14 January 19851 PP• 6-7. 

Ibid., also the organisation Department of Hebei Province 
CCP Committee 1s seriously solving difficulties faced by 
in~ellectuals in joining the party, SWB, 30 August 1984. 

Teachers train:lng colleges, Beijing Bev:iew, 26 March 
1984, p. 2"1. 

Stanley RosGn, "Recentralisation, Decentralisation and 
Ra.tioncl.ise.tion .. Deng Xiaoping 1 s Bifurcate'.! Educational 
Policy", i'ldfitn Chino~, July 19859 pp. 301-46. 
Also Bast a· ar:Lanne, ~Chinese Educational Pol:tc 1es 
in l980sft, China Qyarter1Y9 June·l9S4, pp. 189•219. 

lfr E2.st~~n Econgmc lJepiew, 26 December 1985, PP• 31-39. 
. dealt with blooming ·iowers or poisonous weeds 1 
Ronald c. Clarke WoPolitical Power and Authority 1n 
Recent Chinese tlterature", China O~ar~tv' june 1985, 
pp. 2."3~52• Excerpts 'LiteratUre an a s also a 
service industry, by Zhou Yang, SWB, 25 February l9B4. 
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1n charge of Propaganda Department of the Party. While many 

debates had concentrated on attack against right and left 

deviations in literature and art, the campaign focussed on 
. 58 

Western bourgeois liberalisation and commercialisation •. 

Having achieved certain political leverage, Deng .Xiaoping 

halted the campaign to avoid hindrance to economic moderni• 
' 

sation. The left influences in writings were criticised and 

Mao's thinking on Literature and Art at Yenan of 1942 was 
59 

.revived. In late 1953, Ba Jin was elected chairman of Fourth 

Congress of Chinese Writers Association. Mao Dun's wo~ks were 
60 

published in 42 volumes. The discussions on the content and 

the nature of literature and art ended up in seeking for greater 

creativity but to limit to the age full of reformative spirit 
. 61 

Since the Third Plenum of 11th pee. In short the literature 

~d art should focus on the concrete social problems on the 

demands of reformative measures and help the process. Greater 
. 62 

fl!eedom ~-cJ' Writers was demanded as th~ir role in the 

modernisation efforts was recognised. Certain amount of freedom 

was granted witld.n the framework of four cardinal p!'inciples to 

carry out their work freely. The revival or WuHan's play-

58 Bliminate Spiritual pollution, FBIS (Dg.jJ..y Repgrtl, 
31 January 19849 pp. 1•4. 

59 BeijWg Review, 21 November 1983, P• 22 .• 

60 m-m, FB/7293 • 

61 ~B, FE./7796' Far Eastern Econgm1e Rev1e~, 
2 December 1985, pp. 31•49. 

62 Be11in& Rerl.a,. 14 January 1985, P• 6. 
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.63 
1Hai Rui dismissed•, 1s an indication that the present regime 

tolerates certain liberty to the extent it enhances modernisation 

and political stability. 
64 

The number of new~apers went up to 4,800 in 1984 and 
65 

a demand for more libraries increased. In 1983 about stx novels 
66 

were awarded prizes to encourage writing. It is clatmed by the 

Party that the development of science and culture since 1976 was 
67 

guided by the two hundred policy, even while certain trends 

appeared simultaneously -- like scrapping of four freedoms, 

closing the democracy wall, criticism_ or Bai Hua1 s Bitter Love, 

and anti-spiritual pollution campaign. At the same time there 
68 

were appeals to the intellectuals of eight patriot1e (but non 

communist parties to take part in intellectuat and cultural 
69 

progress. Zhou Yang had made a self-criticism of his alienation 

theory. Zhou Yang earlier held that alienation can be present even 

1n a socialist society, but later changed this stand. Deng Liqun 

_ spoke eloquently on a suitable cultural policy which grants more 

freedom to ~riters and artists •. At the 14th National Writers 
70 

Congress Association in 1985 Hu Qiul1 said that literary form 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

69 

70 

SWB, FE/7838, 2 January 19859 PP• 7-8. 

Beijing Revi$J!, 7 January 1985, p. _11. 

~1ng Revj.gw, 31 January 1983, p. 27 • 

Ibid., P• 29. 

Bei.11D& Rev1e.xl· 2 February 1983, p. s. Bitter Love was 
criticise~, ~e...,llng Review, 4 January 1982, p. 28. 

·neng YingzhOu,: Cooperate with Non-communists, 
Beijiqg Revt,ew, 4 January 1982, P• 28. · 

Bei3 :tng ReyieJ, 12 December 1983, p • 11. 

Be11igg Revi!K, 14 January 1gss, p. 6. 



is a vital part of socialist literature. Hu Yaobrung 1s speech in 

August 1984 at a Central Committee meeting took the view that 

freedom of creation was essential. (in line with Deng Xiaoping 1 s 

statement in 1979) t but qualified that they follow certain values 
. . 71 

like patriotism, socialism, collectivism etc. 

The Party and the government have made strong efforts to 

recruit intellectuals and students and secondly to appoint them 
?2 

to the leading posts. Steps were also taken to provide scientific 
73 

training for cadres and finally the efficiency of State and 
.74 

Party branches were to be raised. Educational background and 
75 

acadetrde record were to play important part in cadre promotion 

in accordance with directive of PCC in 1984 on education or 
eadres and reiterated. at Natiora.al Conference on ideological and 

76 
political ~ork. Importance to manpower planning was given and 

the number of personnel at a Sichuan plant was reduced from 512 
. 77 

to 174. In this case the educational standards have been raised. 

Those with primary education reduced from 66.1 per cent to 52.5 per 

71 Far Eastern Egonomie Revie!, 26 December 1985, PP• 36-49~ 

72 About intellectuals, Beijing Revto:tc, 6 December 1982, pp. 3•4.· 

73 Computer training for cadres, Be13tng Revie~, 26 March 
1984, P• 9. . 

74 On the reform of system or Party and State Cadres, 
Bgi1'"g Review, 3 October 1983, p. 14. 

75 Intellectuals in 3-in-one contrac.f), Beijing Revie"!t 
30 May 1983, p. 4. 

76 Select and promote important people, Bei11Qg Review, 
14 May 1984• p. 4. 

77 out of 1,358 technicians sent to countJyside were 
( 1n Changying ) 130 professors, engineers, 
Bei1ing Hevia~, 16 July 1984, p. 4. 
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cent, with higher secondary school increased from 65.3 to 

77.6 and with higher education from 16.8 per cent to 32.2 per 
78 

cent. 

Both selection and promotion were now guided by the need to 

maximise cadre's intellectual ability by employing university or 

college graduates trained by the Party after the liberation and 

with higher level of socialist consciousness. The attention to 

the intellectuals increased 1n the light of Party's emphasis on 

quality in administration and economy and educational army. 

Xinhua reported that over 40 lakhs of intellectuals were members 

of the Party and over 70 per cent or them were middle-aged. They 
79 

belonged to all walks of life. At the national level a ministry 

of 100 was reduced to 61 and the starr from 63,000 to 5lt0001 thus 

reducing the average age from 63.6 per cent to 58.6 per cent. 

s,ooo cadres belonged to young and middle-age at various adminis

trative units since 1982. The organisation Department of Central 

Comrr~ttee called on all party organisations to increase the 
80 

recruitment of students into Party as only 1.9 per cent or 
students at colleges and universities were party members, Although 

81 
some 58,000 vocational and technical pet'sonnel joined COP in past 

f'ive years only 4 per cent reeeived higher education and 50 per 

cent middle level or illiterate. Of the 40 million members of 

CCP only 4 per cent receivecJ' college education, 13.8 per cent 

78 SWB, FE/7749, 14 September 1984, PP• 7•8. 

79 Report at 3r4 meeting of 6th NPC in December 1983. 

80 §ill!, FE/756lt 8 February 19841 pp • 9-10. 

81 SWB• FE/7808; 23 November 19841 PP• 1-6• 



seeondar.y education, 42.2 per cent primary school education and 

10 per cent were illiterates. All efforts are being made to 

revitalise the political organisation with young, educated and 

professionally competent cadres who will treat intellectualS 

without discrimination. and improve their living and working 

conditions. 

This phase has to a large extent carried forward Party's 

policy towards intellectuals with full enthusiasm starting with 

its inscription as Article 23 in the New State Constitution of 
82 

1982. Whlle the first phase ( 1976-78) dealt with rehabilitation 

of victims and ideological rectification, the second phase (1978-

82) enunciated the new policy of fourth readjustment, closer to 

Zhou Enla!.' s viewpoint in 1956, and its partial implementation 

through expansion at the sectoral levels, scientific, educational 

and cultural, thus mobilising a large number of intellectuals for 

accomplishment of four modernisations; the third phase (1982-85) 

carried out political and administrative reforms to push through 

the policy further on to the faster road.. This meant the 

recruitment or intellectuals into the Party and appointment or 

Party and Non.Party intellectuals into leading posts in the 
83 

government on the basis of professional calibre. The whole 

82 Speech at a meeting on 10 January of the Senate or 
University of Hong Kong1 the role of intellectuals 
2!il; 12 January 1984. It dealt with the past and 
present trend in party's policy towardS intellectuals. 

83 Bei;t,Y!g Rey;iew, 4 J\Dle 1983, Document P• XVII. 
And Zhao Ziyane' s report on Work of Government• 
3rd session of 6th NPC, 27 March, ~t 2 April 1985~ 
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task of the Party rectification was meant to assert the view 

that intellectual resources are indispensable to the development 

of science and culture. By way of changes in the Party and State 

Constitution and practice, the Party leadership has contributed 

to restoring, upholding and improving Party's traditional J.tarx1st 
84 

policy of alliance with intellectuals, besides its alliance 

with workers and peasants. The response of intellectuals was 
85 

commendable. Bven the workers and peasants have welcomed the 

new policy • Thus an era of an institutionalised, harmonious 

worker-peasant-intellectuals-cadre relationship is under way 

for creating a stable polity and society in near future. 

84 Deng Xiaoping and Party• s Intellectual policies, 
by Gong Yuzhi, Bei1plg Reyiew, 19 March 1984, 
pp. 16-20. 

85 Sheela Murty• "Restoring Role of Intellectuals", 
Chinft.?R-M'.Wt JU1y/August .. September/October 1984, 
pp. -stl:~ 
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CONCLUSION 

The post-Mao China is witnessing a great technological 

revolution in contrast to its preceding decade of Cultural 

Revolution. The four cardinal principles -- namely socialism, 

dictatorship of the proletariat, Communist Party's leadership 

and Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse Tung Thought -- which carried a 

radical tone during the Cultural Revolution, have been inter

preted in a moderate way and thus four Modernisations became 

the basic task of the Party. What then followed was significant 

changes in the nature of political leaderShip, its ideology and 

organisation, along with related changes in social, economic and 

cultural spheres. The Party's new policy of fourth readjustment 

towards intellectuals is an 1.mmediate result of this changed 

scenario.· 

The Party•s policy towards intellectuals took different 

turns owing to ideological and political factors. WhUe its 

policy at the time of founding of People's Republic was to 

unite with, educate and remould the intellectuals, the Party 

looked at them with suspicion and distrust as they were 

considered to be carriers of ideology of old society and as 

opposed to party leadership and socialism. On the other hand 

they were regarded as indispensable for socialist construction. 

Zhou Enla11 s assessment of intellectuals 1n 1956, and his plea 

for treating intellectuals as part of working class was not 

carried out and it was followed by the Anti-Rightist Campaign, 

the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution. 



During the Cultural Revolution, the intellectuals were 

denied their status and role in the society. Labelled as 

•stinking ninth categorY', they were discriminated against, 

expelled from normal work, oppressed and even physically 

tortured. They led a harsh life and-became the worst victims 

in hands of Gang of Four • The Gang of Four had acquired the 

monopoly of ideological and technical machinery and sabotaged 

the developmental projects in scientific, educational and 

cultural sectors. 

Chairman Hua Guofeng wasted no time in arresting the 

Gang of Four following the death of Mao. He criticised Gang of 

Four for their counter-revolutionary activities against Mao and 

the State. Hua revived the policies of Mao and praised the 

Cultural Revolution. Under Hua•s leadership, the Party followed 

Mao's policy to unite with, educate and remould the intellectuals. 

As part of this .Policy, Hua rehabilitated a number of victims of 

· Cultural Revolution 1nclud1Dg Deng X1aop1ng, and tried to ·remove 

all the false charges levelled against the intellectuals. Within 

Maoist framework of politics and economics, Hua reopened all the 

cultural, educational and scientific instiutions, revived the 

exam~nation and admission method on the basis of merit. He 

stressed on revolution and constructiona But revolution meant 

only mass campaign to criticise the Gang of Four • The 

intellectuals welcomed Hua•s less radical policies, but feared 

uncertainty as he did not make any critical assessment of two 

estimates, Cultural Revolution and Mao. 



The important landmark in post-Mao China was the 3rd 

Plenum of the 11th Party Central Committee tn December 1978, 

preceded by two other significant conferences, the National 

Science Conference in March 1978, and the National Conference 

on Education in AprU 1972. Deng Xiaoping removed all cowwebs 

related to the importance of knowledge, learning and the 

intellectuals. He declared that intellectuals are a part of 

working class and science as a part of productive force. 

Criticising the two estimates theory, he declared that the Party 

under the dictatorship of proletariat had assumed leadership in 

all spheres since the founding of' People's Republic. He defined 

the role of intellectuals in spreading science and culture for 

socialist construction. He has thus restored Zhou Enlai•s 

assessment of intellectuals in 1956. The Third Plenum or 11th 

Party Central Committee was an ideological victory for Dong 

X1aoptng. While be declared the ideological line 'Practice 

is the sole criterion of testing truth•, he adopted the four 

(socialist) modernisations as political line in contrast to class 

struggle. The intellectuals were the most relieved section ot 

the Chinese society. This fourth readjustment policy was to 

treat the intel~ectuals without discrimination, to employ and 

give them a free play in their work, and to improve their living 

and working conditions. 

This policy was carried out at various levels. At one 

level the ideological constraints were removed. A number or 
conferences, study groups and campaigns were conducted to refute 

two estimates, and make the people aware or the importance of 
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science. They were taught to respect knowledge and 

intellectuals. The mobilisation of intellectuals was successful 

as the Party began to repose trust and confidence in them, \.Jith 

a large number of rehabilitations, and reassigning of work, the 

Party leadership realised that the four Modernisation would be 

successful only when there is cooperation between the Party and 

intellectuals. By raising their living and working conditions, 

the Party expanded the organisational base through inducttng 

scientists and other intellectuals into leading posts, and 

promoting young, educated and professionally competent personnel 

into higher branches of work. Moreover the intellectuals were 

recruited into the Party and State administration. The Party 

·t~s gave more attention to developing professionalism and 

expertise and less to ideological remoulding which was 
' restricted to self-education. and self-remoulding •. 

But the Party was not satisfied with the marvellous 

progress it made in the field of utilising intellectual 

resources. It discovered stiff resistance offered by the Party 

and governmental cadres, at various levels, who were under the 

influence of pernicious Leftist tendencies. To overcome this 

phenomenon, a number of changes that followed at structural 

levels included replacement of communes by townships, givtng 

up of Dazhai and Dashing models, and codification of Law. 

Having achieved sufficient ideological and political consoli· 

dation at the 12th Party Congress in September 1982, the Party 

went· ahead with further consolidation at the organisational 

levels. This was done by carrying out three party rectification 



eampaigns at the central, prov1rlc1al and prefectural units, 

and a9h1eved an amount of succes_s (though still not contplete) 

in educating and reforming the outlook of Party and government 

caa.res, and in recruiting cadres who are young, educated and 

professionally competent. The Party carried out a number of 

investigations on the _implementation of the Party's poli~ 

towards intellectuals, and took disciplinary action against 

lapses in its operation. The organisation, Propaganda and 

United Front departments have kept a close vigilance to fully 

restore the policy, which is still in progress. 

The Party's policy of .fourth readjustment towards 

intellectuals signals a new era in the Communist Party's 

history. After three decades of vacillations' the Party 

is now in the process or achieving an institutionalised policy 

towards intellectuals, which has appeared in the form of 

Article 23 in the 1982 State Constitution. There is now a 

trend towards fulfilment of traditional Marxist policy of 

Party's alliance wtth the intellectuals for realising the 

worker-peasant-intellectual alliance. This policy has brought 

about ideological and political unity and also certain achieve• 

ments in the socialist modernisation of 1ndustry9 agriculture, 

science and technology and national defence. 

On the side of intellectuals~·, ·they have welcomed the 

new leadership and attacked the previous leadership of Gang 

of Four for its policies of discrimination and oppression• 

They have given full support to the new political goals and 

policies, participated with great enthusiasm. The intellectuals 
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have realised, after three decades of turmoil, that they must 

respect at any cost the Party leadership and socialism (as the 

ultimate cost of the Chinese quest for intellectual autonomy 

was political estrangement). They have assumed the role of 

a participant than a rebel or a critic in post-Mao China. 

They have not resorted to dissent for fear of being called 

unpatriotic, but disagreed lightly with certain policies well 

within the dominant political framework. The decade of Cultural 

Revolution made intellectuals a lost generation, but the decade 

following it is. characterised by the intellectual resurrection~ 

Their social and political status have improved. They are 

invited into tba decision making process. The students; cadres, 

workers and peasants are respecting their individuality and 

work. Even their working and living conditions are being taken 

care of by the Party and the State. Yet much more remains to 

be done and undone to implement fully the correct policy. 

The present day China•s leadership does not believe in 

givL~ total intellectual freedom in isolation from the vision 

framed by the Party and State. The,y are given freedom to the 

extent that th~ serve the socialist modernisation. The Party 

leadership over intellectuals is complete as ever but nov the 

party voluntarily exercises greater flexibility and division of 

work to encourage professionalism and expertise for four 

modernisations. Even though it is natural for intellectuals, 

in general, to demand institutional autonomy, the Chinese. 

intellectuals in the le.st tr..ree decades have trained themselves 

to adjust with the political outlook of the regime~ 
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The Party's policy towards intellectuals has brought about 

political and social stability and change, even while the tensions 

between Party and intellectuals have not been fully eradicated. 

The intellectuals are.quite content with the new role and 

achieved certain social prestige. They have realised that 

their well-being depended upon their smooth relationship with 
I 

Party on the one side, workers and peasants on the other. The 

intellectuals are slowly consolidating their position under the 

policy of Four Modernisations. Since they consider that their 

success and future is linked to four modernisations, they are 

determined to cooperate with the Party and contribute to it 

relentlessly. Given the continuation of.the present leader

ship or a successor with similar politico-ideological outlook, 

this'policy towards intellectuals will continue to strengthen 

the alliance between the Party and'intellectuals for the 

creation of a new social order. The Party has also realised 

that intellectuals are indispensable to legitimate its policies, 

and assist in socialist construction. Even the most difficult 

political goals can be realised only in an environment of such 

objective equation. It 1s thus quite right to say that the 

Chinese society and State are moving towards greater stability 

and progress in their political and social relationships. 
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